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1ST XI HOCKEY
G. Lucas, D. S. Hawkins, E. H. Walsworth-Bell, M. A. Cooke,

Q. Bowker, F. M. Cassavetti, M. R. Ricketts, B. J. Sprou1e, I. R. A. Leakey,
Clark Jacob
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At the end of every Summer term a school year draws to its close. Only the
leaver regrets leaving Sherborne. Even he pretends that he is glad to be free at
last. But Sherborne is more than a prison-far more-and the leaver knows. that
well enough~ We are often told to look forward, not back ; but it would be a
poor five years towhich it was not worth looking back. Most of us have often
cursed Sherborne; all the rules and restrictions have been irksome to us. We
have loathed work and authority: we have dreaded P.T. and despised the
military art. For years we were nobodies. We could not pu.t our hands in our
pockets. We had to go for runs. We were drilled till we were sick of the word
"squad." We liked this master, and feared that one. A red imposition disgusted
us: an extra half-holiday delighted us. Possibly we were head of a Junior
Dormitory, and felt very important. .

Once in the Studies we thought we had grown up. The prefects were less
fierce, sometimes even humaIi. We were no longer fags; We were important
people. . We had studies and furnished them ourselves.p But still we longed for
the end of term, dreaded exams., masters, and runs, and despised the military art.
In the holidays we were, as always, dirty, unkempt, loathed by all except our
families. At the end of every Summer term we gossipped about new prefects,
judging to a nicety how much each could be deceived and ragged. After some
three years we became lance-corporals, no longer dreaded work, and no longer
worried much about black marks and all the other diabolical devices of autocracy.
We looked down our noses at new boys, wondering if we could ever have been so
ungainly and stupid. .

By this time we were one of the" two kinds of boy." We were either good·
or bad. If we were good, we brushed our hair, and if we were bad,. we did not
see why we should and grumbled. If we grumbled, we were not made prefects.
If we were" good" and stayed on long enough, we were. Then our attitude
changed. We admitted that Sherborne had her points, that rules were necessary,
that exams. were good, P.T. useful, and the J.T.C. worth while. At least we
said that that was what we thought. If we told the truth we were remarkable
people. If we perjured ourselves, we were humbugs; but by self-deception we
learnt much that was useful to us, and became the better for it-thus being able
to answer the question" Why do we go to a public school? " .

But the feeling of regret is strong within us during our last term; for, when,
in all our glory, we leave a place that has been the centre of our life for so long,
we feel the truth of those lines of Gibbon at the end of his Memoirs :-. .. ,
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" I shall now commemorate the hour of my final deliverance; It was on the
day, or rather night, of the 27th june, 1787, between the hours of eleven and
twelve that I wrote the last lines of the last page in a summer-house in my garden.
After laying down my pen I took several turns in a berceau, or covered walk of
acacias, which commands a prospect of the country, the lake, and the mountains.
The air was temperate, the sky was serene, the silver orb of the moon was reflected
from the waters, and all nature was silent. I will not dissemble the first emotions
of joy on the recovery of freedom, and, perhaps, the establishment of my fame.
But my pride was soon humbled, and a sober melancholy was spread over my
mind, by the idea that I had taken everlasting leave of an old and agreeable
companion, and that whatsoever might be the future date of my History, the life
of the historian must be short and precarious."

When we leave, we ate quickly forgotten by those who' stay behind. Our
succ'essors in turn enjoy a brief stay in the limelight, and then they too fade away.
Yet it is the cumulative effect of all those who are forgotten so quickly which,
makes the School. Life carries on with its peaceful routine long after we have '
traced oblivion's shadowed paths. As .Thomas Hardy wrote :-

H Only thin smoke withoutflame.
From the heaps of couch grass;

Yet this will go onward the same
Though Dynasties pass.

Yonder a maid and her wight
Come whispering by ;

War's annals will cloud into night
Ere their story die."

But although forgotten by many, there are many we do not forget, many
events and achievements, too, which we will never forget-some, milestones in
our rise through House and School; others, far more numerous, hardly to be
called events or achievements, which we remember with more pleasure than any
idle hours on Saturday evenings in the winter, with curtains drawn and feet up,
and the long summer evenings as we sit in our studies with the sun pouring in.
And there are other memories-more worthy, perhaps-of our return, hot and
tired, after a Field Day, or after a well-fought House match; memories, too, of
exams. looming ahead, exams. taken, and exams. passed ; and still there is much
we forget.

War has changed things, but the changes have been gradual, hardly notice
able, and outwardly many things seem to go on as usual. It is still the delight
of the philospher to clear the tangled brows of his satellites-satellites eager to

. catch the fourteen hundred maledictions which are at any moment likely to fall
like ripe plums from his lips for the 'benefit of each generation. The generations
are less sterotyped now; the huge exodus at the end. of the Summer term has
dwindled. Boys leave at all times of the year, and life is more restless, changing,
and unsettled. But nevertheless the Courts will be full of philosophers speeding
their parting pupils on the way at the end of term. And the Courts will see many
of those pupils again.. .
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SCHOOL NEWS
SCHOOL OFFICERS

Head of the School
School Prefects

Editors of " The Shirburniatt"

Games Editor ...
Captain of Cricket

Fives
Swimming
Shooting
Tennis
Gym.

Prefect in charge of, Agriculture

M. MCCRUM (b).
M. MCCRUM (b).
I. R. A. LEAKEY Ca).
M. J. F. MORRISON (b).
A. H. MAxwELL (c).
E. P. DANBY (d).
D. K. BUNGEY (f).
B. J. SPROULE Cg).
M. R. RICKETTS (h).
A. H. ROBARTS (c).
N. R. GEVILLE Cd).
G. D. JAMES Cg).
M. MCCRUM Cb).
A. H. MAxWELL (c).
M. R. RrCKETIS (h).
M. R. RrCKETIS (h).
M. R. RrCKETIS (h).
B. J. SPROULE (g).
A. H. ROBARTS Cc).
P. M. FOSTER (a).
J. B. WINGATE Cd).
A. H. MAxwELL (c).

.,

M. MCCRUM.
E. TOEMAN and M. A. C. SMELT.
G. M. H. RAPER.
M. A. C. SMELT.
M. MCCRUM.
M. POPE.
M. POPE.
M. MCCRUM.
J. P. T. TRELAWNY-Ross and

M. R. T. WALDEN.
J. M. S. PASLEY.
G. M. H. RAPER.
M. MCCRUM.
R. M. ROMER.
A. H. MAxwELL.

Senior 1. R. A. LEAKEY.
Junior [C. A. COLDREY.

B. R. O. CARTER.
Senior M. D. HOGG.

Jum'or J. J. BAILEY.
- J. P. HOLLIss.

Headmaster's Prize for Pianoforte

" Bames " Elocution Prize
" James Rhoades " Prize for English Literature
" Fletcher " Prize for French
~, Morcom " Prize for Science
" Ridout " Prize for Science
" Kitson Prize for Music

"E. Davis" Memorial Prize

SCHOOL NOTES
We welcome Mr. H. S. Hore this term, who has replaced Mr. Gaydon.
Congratulations to the following on winning School Prizes :

" Longmuir " Prize for English Literature
" Bowen " History Prize
School Prize Poem
School Prize Essay
School Latin Prose Prize
School Latin Verse Prize
School Greek Prose Prize
School Greek Verse Prize
" Wildman " Prize for Latin Prose
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On Wednesday, May 13th, Wing-Conunander Fletcher gave us a lecture on the war-time needs of
the Royal Navy, Army, and Royal Air Force. .

On Wednesday, May 27th, Lieutenant Dickinson, of the R.N.V.&;, gave us an amusing and interesting
lecture on some general aspects of the Navy. Captain Glencross, who had come from Bristol, added a
few comments afterwards. Those who were directly interested in joining the Navy were then allowed to
ask either of the officers any questions. .

On Sunday, May 31st, thirty members of the School were invited to attend the Service for St.
Aldhelm's Day in the Abbey.

A short recital ofmusic was given in the Abbey on Wednesday, June lOth, by Cetner and Miss Severn,
in aid of the Red Cross. The School were allowed to go.

The following have preached during the term :-
Rev. A. Field, G. O'Hanlon, Esq., Rev. L. B. ·Bell, F. W. Ogilvie, Esq., Rev. A. D'. S. Burton, Rev.

H. M. Treen, E. C.Moule, Esq., The Headmaster, W. A. T. Jarrett, Esq., the Right Rev. The Bishop of
Sherborne, Rev. Canon Douglas and the Archdeacon of Sherborne.

VALETE
SCHOOL HOUSE

. E. H. WALSWORTH-BELL-VI (Group IlI)-came 19373, School Prefect, Head of the School, Head of School
House, Upper VI Form~ 1st XV ('39-'40-'41), Captain ('41), Captain of Agriculture ('41 ), Ist Hockey ('42), Boxing
Colours ('38-'39-'40-'41-'42), Captain of Boxing ('41-'42), Gym. Squad ('40-'41-'42), Special Gym. ('41), P.T.
Instructor with badge, Sergeant in J.T.C., Member of Duffers. To Royal Engineers.

Q. BOWKER-VI (Group IIl)-eame 19373, House Prefect, 1st XV ('40-'41), 1st XI Hockey ('42), Gym. Squad
('41-'42), 1st Class Gym., P.T. Instructor, Sergeant in J.T.C. To Royal Engineers.

M. SUTCLIFFE-VI (Group III B)-eame 19373, House Prefect, 1st XV ('40-'41), P.T. Instructor with badge,
Sergeant in J.T.C. . . .

P. M. R WALTON-VI (GroupI)-eame 19373, House Prefect, XXX Blazer, Gym. Squad, 1st Class Gym.,
P.T. Instructor, Corporal in A.T.C., Member of Interpretes.

F. E. H. LlGHTBODY-VI (Medical)-came 19381, House Prefect, Gym. Squad, P.T. Instructor.
F. C. STALLYBRASs-came 19403, VI (Medical).
J. P. HOLLISS-VI (Navy Class)-eame 19383, P.T. Instructor, Sergeant in J.T.C. To H.M.S... Frobisher."
H. M. CARLESs-VI (Group III)-eame 19383, L/Corporal in J.T.C. . .
G. C. PARSON-VI (Group III)-came 19383, L/Corporal in J.T.C.
P. C. N. CUSTANCE-IV E, came 19383, L/Corporal in J.T.C.

HARPER HOUSE

D. S. HAwKINs-VI (Group H)-came 19373, School Prefect, Head of Harper House, Upper VI Form, 1st XV
('41), 1st XI ('40-'41), 1st XI Hockey ('42), C.S.M. in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor with badge, Gym. Squad ('42), Fives
'and Squash badge ('41-'42), Member of Duffers. To Royal Engineers. . _

D. B. BARTLETT-VI (Group II)-came 19373, House Prefect, 1st XI Cricket ('41), P.T. Instructor with badge,
Corporal in J.T.C. To RA.C. '

ABBEYLANDS

B. R. G. WEBBER-VI (Group Il)-eame 19373, School Prefect, Head ofAbbeylands, Upper VI Form, 3rd XI
Cricket ('41), Squash Badge ('42), C.S.M. in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor, Member of Duffers. To H.M. Forces.

R D. ScoTT-VI (Group II)-eame 19373, House Prefect, Upper VI Form, P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant
. in J.T.C., Member of Duffers. To Dulwich College. .
. D. M. FORSBLL-VI (Group Il)-eame 19383, L/Corporal in J.T.C. To H.M. Forces.

LYON HOUSE

W. T. RICE-VI (Group iIIB~came19373, School Prefect, Head of Lyon House, 1st XI Cricket ('41), 2nd XV
Captain ('41), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in A.T.C., Member ofDuffers. To RA.F.

G. G. LESLlB-V (Group II)-eame 19392, 2nd XV ('41). .
T. L. MANnER-Ill C-came 19403.:.

WESTCOTT IIOUSE

C.!. BALL-VI (Group II~ame19373,School Prefect, Head ofWestcott House, Upper VI Form, 3rd XV ('42),
C.S.M. in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers. To Gunners. -

G. P. HETT-VI (Group IlI)-eame 19373, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with -badge, Sergeant in J.T.C.,
Member of Duffers. .
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Tuesday.
Wednesday.

As usual, I would address these few notes to the present members of the School.
Thoughthe weather could hardly have been worse, your thirty-six guests from S.E. London enjoyed

themselves enormously at Whitsun. We are most grateful to Mr. Gourlay, your School Committee, and
all of you for the welcome (bicycles included) and holiday you gave them.

Now, so soon after their visit, I am hoping that some of you may have wondered who are the South
wark Cadets,· and what they do.

And, at the risk of telling you what you already know, it seems as good a time as any to offer you
explanation.

Two hundred more, like your visitors, come to Sherborne House, Union Street, when they feel
like it, five nights a week from six till ten o'clock-they come to a building, in a district which has never
been palatial, and which recently has not been improved by Hitler's ingenuity. But boys who leave school

. at 14 to go to work all day until the ~veninghave been coming there for nearly fifty years-to their Club,
and their headquarters; for as well as Sherbome House Boys' Club, they are members, too, of" A " and
" B " Companies, 1st Cadet Battalion, The Queen's Royal Regiment.

This is a glimpse of their week's activities at present at Sherbome House :-
Monday. First Aid Class (qualified Doctor and/or qualified assistant); Recruit Squad Drill;

Band practice; Canteen.
Miniature Range Shooting; Games, etc. ; Club; Canteen.
Company Parade; Drill, etc. (as compulsory as possible); Notices given out;
Announcements of coming events; promotions, etc.

Thursday. P.T.; Swimming; Games; Canteen; Band practice, flutes only.
Friday. Lecture-mostly military subjects, by qualified lecturer; Games, etc. ; Canteen.
Ittakes some organising. Our Sergt.-Major (Mr. G. Airs) is there all the time, while Mrs. Airs is

at the Canteen; and we are all there to help, ifneeded, over their work, their home, if in hospital, or even
the police court. .

Their Company and Club are part of a very famous Regiment, just as your house and you belong
to a very famous School. They, like us, often remember it later, with greater pride when they have left
and many letters come to prove it.

There are our Cadet Sergt.-Majors, who are like Heads of Houses, or even the Head of the School,
with other N.C.Os. like House Prefects. The effect is somewhat the same; and the teaching to the same
purpose. . . .

I was intensely amused at Whitsun; in the gym. they saw your kits; nothing out of place, so that
the whole seemed almost effeminately neat and tidy; I did my best to point out how (painfully) injudicious
it was not to conform to this tradition of elementary discipline !

But no; by their bearing, their clothes, the " college boys " were" Cissies." They would have it
sountil you came to them, out of the pouring rain, to the gym. to show what a real " rough house" could
bc-;-with tom shirts and battered heads of small account.

Anyway, it is so important for both sides to learn how the " other half" lives; both will have to know
and recognise much more about each other than they do at presen~; and neither will need, or be needed, to
sacrifice one inch of their own pride., .

Some three hundred will go to Camp at Haileybury, from August 1st-9th. Would some of you like
to join us, for at any rate some of the time? It should cost you not more than three shillings a day-on
military lines, something like your O.T.C. Camp, only much better. Come, but let us know at once.
We will look after you. ..

SHERBORNE HOUSE; PETER lIARLEY,
31, UNION STREET, S.E.I. Hon. Sec.
Tel., Hol. 2264.
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SOUTHWARK: WHITSUN VISIT, 1942.
" Who are those chaps riding bicycles round by the Gym. ? "
" Oh, they're Southwark."
Someone asks that question every Whitsun, and I wonder. if he is satisfied with the answer. What

does Southwark mean to the mass of the School? Those of us know, who met them and who are lucky
enough to be able to number them among our friends. You can't help knowing, if you have spent a week
end with them, and to many of us, this Whitsun will stand out as one of the wettest and happiest week
ends of the whole term: .

We met them at the station on the Friday evening. You don't take long to make friends with a
Southwark boy, and we returned home, after seeing them settled in the Gym., full of hope for the morrow.

They amused themselves on Saturday morning, and in the afternoon it poured. The cricket match
had to be abandoned, and they had to choose between the pictures and looking round the School. But the
evening was the best fun. No amount of rain could stop us enjoying ourselves; n.othing ever can stop
Southwark from enjoying themselves-they are like that, and we really let ourselves go. Chain-he, rugger
scrums, a tug-o'-war, O'Grady, and a magnificent home-made game consisting mostly of throwing medicine
balls at each other-these filled a strenuous and higWy enjoyable programme. And, of course, refresh
ments. Rain cannot stop Southwark playing games, and it cannot damp Mrs. Field's enthusiasm and
kindness. She was there, and so was the lemonade just the same as always; Mrs. Field and her lemonade
are a sort of Whitsun institution at Sherborne.

On Sunday morning they came to Chapel, and we heard the first lesson read by Colonel Bennet, an
old Shirburnian, who has given fifty-four years of his life to this magnificent work. The Prairie was a
war-time substitute for Lulworth, but a picnic is always fun, and the game of "rescue" was a great
success, even if there were a few showers. In the evening it rained again. We had another really good
time in the Gym., and then adjourned to Mr. and Mrs. Field's garden, when it suddenly cleared up. We
played rounders and rescue and numerous games of chasirig each other and throwing tennis balls about,
and again refreshments appeared just when we were wanting them most.

But the weather was not on our side, and on the Monday, the rain again come down in torrents. A
shooting match between Southwark and the School resulted in a win for the School.

They left in pouring rain in the afternoon. School prevented us from accompanying them to the
station, but many of us were able to say goodbye in the morning and all of us wished the best of luck to
our new friends. The weather had not prevented a really happy week-end, but we must not forget the
unstinted kindness that did so much to make it happy-Mr. Gourlay's untiring organisation, and Mr. and
Mrs. Field's tremendous generosity in providing not only a garden to play in, but also refreshments
afterwards.

Southwark are great sportsmen and delightful friends, and those of the School who help to entertain
them at their next visit will find that they are doing a job really worth while.

o.s. NEWS
M.J.F.M.

ROLL OF HONOUR
.(continued).

KILLED IN ACTION
May, '42. BARRY, AnRIAN MICHAEL (b '25-'30), Surgeon-Lieutenant, RN.V.R.
March, '42. CONSTANT, ION BRANCOVAN (d '20-'25), Pilot Officer, RA.F.V.R.
September, '41. !IARRIs, JOHN STEWART (g '31-'35), Pilot Officer, RA.F.
December, '41. SANDlLANDS, DONALD IAN (a '23-'27), Captain 5j7th Rajput Regiment.
June, '42. PIIIPPS, FRANCIS CONSTANTINE (a '29-'33), Squadron Leader, RA.F.
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KILLED ON ACTIVE SERVICE
February, '42. CARRINGTON, JOHN BODMAN (b '36-'40), Midshipman, RN.V.R.
March, '42. FLETCHER, DENNIS JOHN ALSEN (a '14-'20), Flying Officer, R.A.F.V.R.
April, '42. SEALE, GEORGE EDWARD CARRINGTON (b '25-'29), Pilot Officer, RA.F.
June, '42. DAMMERS, DENNIS HENRY (b '34-'38), Sub-Lieut., Fleet Air Arm.

DIED ON ACTIVE SERVICE
February, '42. DRAKE-BROCKMAN, GEOFFREY COLIN (b '19-'23), Major, R Berks Regiment.
February, '42. SMITH, RICHARD HUGH (a '19-'23), Lieutenant, R.A.M.C.

MISSING
L April, '41. BEE, ANTHONY RAYMOND WYNTER (1'34-'37), Lieutenant, R.A.

March, '42. BOWMAN, JOHN HOOD (b '27-'32), Major, Co1dstream Guards.
March, '42. CHERRY, DAVID WILFRED (g '30-'35), Captain, RA.
February, '41. DURNFORD, STANLEY JOHN HARPER (a '34-'38), Second-Lieutenant, RA.
March, '41. GODFREE, RICHARD ARTHUR SPENSER (f '32-'36), Lieutenant, RA.
March, '42. GRAY, ALAN MOIR (d '34-'39), Sub-Lieutenant, R.N.
November, '41. HUXTABLE, AnRIAN ANTHONY (h '33-'38), Lieutenant, R.A.
March, '42. JOB, MARTIN SHIPLEY (h '32-'37), Pilot Officer, RA.F.
March, '42. LYLE, CLAUDE WORMALD (b '26-'31), R.N.V.R
March, '42. NOON, JOHN (f'30-'34), Lieutenant, Hong Kong and Singapore, RA.
March, '42. PALAIRET, CYRIL HAMILTON (b '28-'33), Lieutenant, RN.
March, '42. PINHEY, ROBERT ALEXANDER (Town, '06-'10), Captain, The Buffs.
March,'42.. SCOTT, THOMAS AVISON ROUND (g '13-'16), Lieut.-Colonel, R.C.S.
March, '42. SHERIDAN, GERALD THOMAS BRINSLEY (a '34-'38), Lieutenant, RM.

WOUNDED
1942 GREGOR, CYRIL THOMAS (c '23-'27), Second Lieutenant, R.T.C.

PRISONER
1941 CARVER, RAROLD CHARLES (c '22-'26), Captain, RA.C.
1941 HICKS, MERVYN NETTLETON (h '24-'26), Driver, R.A.S.C.
1941 MEYER, TOM MONTAGUE (a '32-'36), Second Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade.
1942· JESTON, DENYS HENRy EYRE (g '33-'37), Lieutenant, The Buffs.
1942 WYATT-SMITH, RupERT BASIL (b '14-'19), Malay Defence Force.

HONOURS
D.S.O.

FRANCIS, STEPHEN CHARLES (g '31-'35), Lieutenant, West Yorkshire Regiment.

M.C.
CLARK, MICHAEL COOPER (f '34-'38), Lieutenant, RA.C., Hussars.
EVANS,DAvID (g '28-'32), Captain, Dorsets, attached K.A.R

D.C.M.
CORBETT, ANTHONY BAGOT (a '26-'31), Captain, Intelligence Corps.

M.M.
EGREMONT, DONALD STANFORD (c '31-'33), Trooper, Royal Wilts Yeomanry.

I

ORDER OF AL RAFIDAIN
RENTON, MERVYN JOHN (b '12-'18), Major, RA.

MENTIONED
LIVINGSTONE-LEARMONTH, JOHN SOMERVILLE (h '33-'37), Second Lieutenant, Hussars.

639
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
LjCpl. J. P. PHILIP-SMITH (b '35-38), 4th County of London Yeomanry, was given his commission

in the field after the Battle of Sidi Rezegh in Libya, last November.
M. N. HICKS (h '21-'26), enlisted as a Driver in the RA.S.C. in December, 1939, was in France

and got home from Dunkirk. Re went out to the Middle East in March, 1941, and served there till
November, when he was reported missing.

FR. GEORGE AIDAN ELRINGTON, O.P., D.SC., of St. Michael's, Cambridge, well-known writer and
lecturer on scientific subjects, died suddenly at Cambridge, on Saturday, 21st March, aged 71. He was
first professor of biology and experimental pscycholQgy at the International Dominican College in Rome
for eleven years, 1909-1920. He was a convert, received into the Church at Kansas, U.S.A., and ordained
in 1900. Son of the late Lieut.-General Frederick R. Elvington, C.B., he was educated at Sherborne
(a 1884-1887). '

Captain G. W. Melson Smith, another O.S., writes of him :-
" I only met Fr. Aidan once, and that was about thirty years ago at St. Dominic's Priory, Haverstock

Hill, where he was living in those days, and we talked of Sherborne and its many charms. In later years
I have been asked by Dominican Fathers at Sta. Maria Novella, in Florence, whether I happened to know
the English scientist, Fr. Aidan Elrington, who used to lecture to them when they were students at the
, Angelico' in Rome, and was famous for his custom of carrying about parts of pickled frogs andother
specimens concealed in the folds of his habit. When I said I was educated at the same school in England,
though we were not contemporaries, they looked at me as if wondering what strange tlling I might be
carrying in my pockets ! "

On May 16th, 1942, twelve men of the R.A.F. and RA.A.F.arrived in Australia from Java after
44 days in an open boat, crossing 1,500 miles of ocean. The boat left Java when the Japanese took posses
sion. Among these twelve was Wing-Commander J. R JEUDWINE (b '27-'31). .

Below is a short description of the voyage as he described it :-
" We set off at dusk on March 7th. The town and harbour were like an inferno. We were becalmed

for the whole night. A breeze started up about 2.30 p.m. the next day. It had just started to move us
when a Japanese submarine surfaced a mile astern. The conning-tower opened and an officer scrutinised
us with his binoculars. A rating stood at a six-pounder gun with another at a machine gun. She approached
within 100 yards, made a half-circle, then disappeared to the east.

" The breeze held; and we set off.· Later the rudder broke; Corney and Lovegrove mended it with
pieces of wire from the bully beef tin and bits and pieces of salvage we had aboard.

"Passmore was made the purser, and fixed the ration for a 30-day trip (we forgot about calms). The
daily ration for each man was nine ounces ofbully beefor camp pie, six biscuits, a little fish paste, a spoonful
of beans, tomatos, and occasional plums, and about halfa pint of water and 12 ounces of canned beer.

"We opened a bottle ofwhjskey, and started with six drinks.
" After the first bad storm we lost some water. Much of the remainder was contaminated. The

water position was serious, but a tropical downpour s~ved our lives. -
" Then we became becalmed for six days in a glass-like sea and terrific heat. In order to keep everyone

amused and good-tempered I organised a series of mental tests, such as the longest list of film-stars' names,
starting with'S.' On the sixth day a breeze sprang up. Then we received the fright of our lives. A
mighty :whale surfaced 200 yards astern, blew, and began to overtake us rapidly. He came alongside, his
great powerful tail beneath us. Then his head appeared above the water, not more than three feet away
from us. I was terrified, and we all kept perfectly still. A flick of the tail woUld have meant the end of the
lifeboat and us all., Then, as suddenly as he appeared, he submerged and disappeared.

"Early on March .16th we reck9ned we should be 50 miles off the Australian coast. Then, when
sunset came, I checked by my watch and realised it had lost 40 minutes, and we might be as much as 600
miles off the coast.

" We cut rations down and decided to dispense with the midday meal. Then we touched land at an
island off the coast, and went ashore. Mter 44 days at sea our legs failed to support us, and we promptly
fell over. After breakfast we set off again, saw a flying boat, flashed mirrors, but it passed on. Later it
turned out that the pilots thought we were a pearling lugger.
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.. " The next afternoon we saw another flying-boat approaching. We raised a pyjama jacket in a signal
of distress, and the plane alighted. The pilot was very cautious. Eventually he offered to take six aboard,
but only three fellows volunteered.. The rest resumed the voyage by boat. '

" The following day the flying-boat again appeared and the pilot said he had orders to take us aboard
and fly to Shark Bay." .

The following extract is taken from a letter by W. R. WALLER Ca 1928-1933) to his father, the Bursar.
" I came through Singapore unscathed. About six hours afterthe ~pitulationSpanton and I, with

two clerks, left in a rowing boat. We rowed to a Dutch island about thirty miles from Singapore, and
from there by easy stages towards Sumatra. Mter four 'days we joined some others escaping, who had a
large Chinese junk. The~e were about 120 on board; discipline was a little difficult, and we were very
crowded. We were making for a river in Sumatra, and it took about a week to get there; we went up
the river in a succession of barges. We had one or two nerve-racking experiences on our way over, as our
progress was slow, and the Japs were gradually gaining control of Southern Sumatra. Sumatra is a
beautiful country with wonderful bird life, and this was some consolation. Duck and all kinds of water
fowl were numerous. Spanton is also· interested in bird life, and it was a great relaxation, since it was
something else to think about.

" I wish I could tell you more, but I must be guarded. ,
" Our main items of food were rice, cocoanuts, and bananas, which grew everywhere. We had· a

glorious journey over the Sumatra mountains to the town where we hoped to get a ship to Ceylon, India,
or Australia. There were no ships, and there was little prospect of any. It was rather grim. However,
we revelled in a little civilisation again, and the Dutch were grand. After a few days Spanton and J
joined sixteen other officers, and sailed in a native prahan for Ceylon. The prahans are coastal sailing·

. boats which trade round the East Indies; they have two masts. Ours was about forty feet on the water
line, and had a good roof over the hold. The hull was sound, but the rigging and gear were awful, and
the sails were like muslin. The ship was well provisioned, and we had food on board for about forty-five
days on short rations, and water for thirty days at two-thirds of a pint per man per day.

" We had three expert sailors on board who had all done a lot of ocean racing in peacetime, and we
had a navigator who had been in the merchant navy; We relied on the N.E. monsoon to get us across,
but, being rather late in the season, it was dying, and we made very slow progress. But we had the most
astounding luck. Squalls blew us round reefs and away from shoals. .

" For the first few days we had lots of rain and we were able to fill up our water cans. As soon as
the Japs got Sumatra, their reconnaissance aircraft were active, and one spotted us and machine-gunned
us, luckily hitting no one. Just off Sumatra we were becalmed for a week, which was hell. However, to
pass the time we made two new sails as a reserve. We had brought plenty of spare canvas. Gradually
'we were wafted across to Ceylon, but it was hard work, because we had to nurse our gear all the time.
Our water ration was inadequate, and we seized every excuse for an eXtra ration. We sighted land on the
12th April, our thirty-fourth day out., It was a great relief; and we had a large meal. Two days later
we were picked up by a merchant vessel, just as we had decided to go ashore. The seamen were splendid
and fed us up and landed us at Bombay on the 19th April. At Bombay we were taken to the Reinforcement
Camp, and every one was most helpful. As soon as I had got some money and clothes I went to the tele
graph office and cabled to you. We were put up at the Taj Mahal hotel at His Majesty's expense, and
after a few days were given a month's leave. Spanton and I decided we would like to be cool, and, as
His Majesty paid for the journey, we decided to go to Kashmir. So here we are with all the glories of an
English summer and the best of an English spring. Snow on the hills. Flowers everywhere and ripe
cherries for the picking.
SRINAGAR. 6th Mav, 1942.

. DR. A. M. BARRY Cb '25-'30), who was reported missing, presumed killed, on May 1st, was born in
Johannesburg, educated at Sherborne and Pembroke College, Cambridge, where he took part 11 of the
natural science tripos in 1933. He was elected Foundress Scholar, also holding an E. G. Fearnsides
scholarship for research on the organic diseases of the nervous system, and acted as supervisor in pathology
before taking his medical degree in 1937. He was house-physician at Addenbrooke's, Elmor~ student
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at U.C.H. and WaIter Dixon student of the R.M.A. After a short appointment at the R.N. Hospital,
Greenwich, he continued his work on nervous diseases at Queen Square, also coaching students at Cam
bridge. In 1939 he was appointed to a research lectureship at Witwatersrand University, intending to
retum to England should hostilities break out, but permission being refused by the South AfJ;ican govem
ment he resigned· and joined the Royal Navy at Simonstown, serving on Carnarvon Castle and King
George V until at his own urgent request he was transferred to a destroyer. Barry, writes a medical friend
and contemporary, had a keen intellect with a capacity for concentration. He was an exceptionally good
teacher, and his contribution to any discussion or meeting he attended was able and apposite. His direct
ness of manner and a certain intolerance of conventional method might have prevented his attaining the
highest academic positions, for which he undoubtedly had the ability. Always a diverting companion,
his frank laugh and caustic comment were at times disconcerting.

WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:-
The Chemistry master who said that a cenain substance got cooler as you heated it.
The master who said: "Ninety-nine times out of ten you should never use the word' also.' "
The Company Commander who gave two boys permission to smoke.
The A.R.P. leader who told his squad to keep quiet so that they could hear if an incendiary bomb squad hit the

roof.
The Science master who said: "Don't take this down-it's interesting."
The Head of the House who asked how many boys had brothers, sisters, aunts, or daughters coming down for

Commem. .
The new boy who thought that" A.R.W." on the A.R.P. Board stood for Air-Raid Warden.
The small boy who says that the Chapel is divided into the Sanctury, the Chancelry, and the Knave.

SOCIAL
THE DUFFERS

So far this term two papers have been read. The first on " Tourists in the Ancient World," by the
late Director-General of the B.B.C., F. W. Ogilvie, Esq., was an extremely interesting and at times
humorous paper. The second by I. R. A. Leakeyon "Peter Fleming," was also interesting. The reader
hardly attempted to give us an analysis of Fleming's style, but contented himself with amusing and
descriptive extracts from his books.

We have yet to hear M. J. F. Morrison on " Rupert Brooke," and Nowell C. Smith, Esq., another
visitor. M.McC.

THE DICKENS SOCIETY
We decided not to meet during the Summer Term because of the difficulty of selecting a time

convenient to all. However, next term we hope to have at least four papers. M.McC.

JAMES RHOADES
Secretaries M. D. HOGG and M. POPE.

Events oflast term not recorded in the March" Shirburnian " were meetings to hear James Rhoades'
paper, " The Training of the Imagination" (written in 1885), and to read Masefield's " Good Friday."
This term the Society has read" OtheIIo," and " The Merry Wives ofWindsor." E.C.M.

THE WILDMAN SOCIETY
. As the last issue of " The Shirburnian" went to press before the Society completed its meetings for

the year, I venture to add a note to this. .
On February 7th the House discussed whether Charity covers a multitude of sins, and on March 21st

. whether Art should be esCapist. Both debates were characterised by a poor attendance and lack of any
ideas on abstract subjects. At the second debate we had two guest speakers to whom we owe our gratitude.

It is to be hoped that during the coming school year people will take an interest and a lively part in
the only school debating society which elects members from the iniddle school. .

D.K.F., Hon. Sec.
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Treasurer :
P. D. P. Nayton.

LES POLYGLOTTES
This term the Society has read" Les Caprices de Marianne," by Alfred de Musset, and " Iphigenie

auf Tauris," by J. W. von Goethe. We have also heard interesting papers by 1. R. A~ Leakey on the
"Bildungsroman," and J. H. T. Rees on " Grillparzer," whose name he found far easier to pronounce
than did Byron. Les Polyglottes contributed to the " Dramatic Declamations" at Commemoration.

. J.H.T.R., Gesellschaftssekretar.

SPOTTERS' CLUB
Several more people have passed the Third Class Test, and it is hoped that the" Second Class Test

Cards will be ready soon, as many members are up to the required standard.
An exhibition of model planes is to be held at Commem. "
There is a possibility that members will be able to visit an Observer Corps post in the vicinity during

the latter part of the term. R.D.B., Hon. Sec.

THE INCOGNITI
The Society was formed at the beginning of last Christmas Term, with the idea of promoting social

discussion on topical, cultural, and philosophical subjects, for those of Upper School standing. The idea
first tooj.{ amongst a few members of the History and French group, and then it was decidt:d to form a
school society.

We had decided to limit the Society's numbers to about sixteen, and up till now have not ventured
to make public any recording of the Society's meetings;" since, however, we have now been meeting for
three terms, we have thought it time that the activities of the Society be brought to the notice of the School.
Our meetings have been as follows :-

" Architecture, past and present" ... By G. T. MYERS.
"The Advantages of Modem Languages" D. K. FREETH.
" War brings out the finest qualities of Man " M. POPE.
"Post-War Social Reconstruction" M. A. C. SMELT.
" Music" W. A. WILLIAMS.
" Ghosts and the Supernatural" D. H. FORSELL.
" Agriculture after the War" H. H. FOVARGUE.

This term we hope to have two meetings, in one of which new members will be elected for next term.
G.T.M.

SCHOOL DRAMATIC SOCIETY
This Society, which had fallen into abeyance owing to the war, is now being "resurrected under the

chairmanship of Mr. Hore. The Headmaster has kindly consented to be President.
An inaugural meeting was held in the Lower Library on Saturday, June 27th, when the President

was in the chair, and Mr. Thompson gave a short introductory address. The following appointments
were made by open vote:-

Secretary:
D. K. Freeth.

Committee:
J. M. S. Pasley P. A. Retey
L. G. S-M. Wadeson G. M. H. Raper

It is proposed to produce a play for the end of next term.
The Society is the School's Society and, it must be realised, can merely produce plays with the

material the School gives it. If there is no support forthcoming, the School cannot grumble at it.

D.K.F.,
Secretary.
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COMMEMORATION, 1942.
DISTINCTIONS GAINED DURING THE LAST THREE YEARS

OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS

Scholarship for History, Brasenose College, Oxford.
Scholarship for History, Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
Scholarship for Modem Languages, Magdalene College, Oxford.
Scholarship for Science, St. Thomas: Hospital.
Exhibition for History, Keble College, Oxford.
Exhibition for English, St. Edmund Hall, Oxford.
Choral Exhibition, Christ's College, Cambridge.
Scholarship for Engineering, Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
Scholarship for Engineering, Trinity Hall, Cambridge..
Scholarship for Modem Languages, Peterhouse, Cambridge.

Scholarship for Classics, New College, Oxford.
Exhibition for History, Hertford College, Oxford.
Exhibition for Classics, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
Choral Studentship, St. John's College, Cambridge..

P. G. L. Vipan.
A. B. Scammell.
D. E. C. Russell.

Scholarship for Classics, King's College, Cambridge.
Scholarship for Modem Languages, Clare College, Cambridge.
Scholarship for History, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
Exhibition for Classics, Pembroke.College, Cambridge.
Choral Scholarship, King's College, Cambridge.
Academical Clerkship, Magdalen College, Oxford.

OrnER SCHOLARSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS.
Scholarship in Metalliferous Mining, Imperial College.
Selection Scholarship, Chartered Surveyors' Institute.
Wolvesey Exhibition (open to Ordinands) for Modem Languages,

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

THE HUISH EXHIBITION (Open to certain West Country Schools)-
1939, ]. C. Sloper; 1940, ]. K. Cordy; 1941, D. E. C. Russell.

1939-40.
J. K. Cordy.
J. C. Sampson.
]. C. Sloper.
]. Nourse.

1940-41.
D. P. L. Dry.
]. A. D. Fox.
A. B. Buchanan:
]. D. Montagu.
R. L. Henson.
P. Janson-Smith.
A. S. Dandridge.
]. M. Kay.
N. S. Nicholls.
F. A. G. Poole.

1941-42.
H. F. G. Carey.
J. H. T. Rees.
R. ]. Lilley.
E. G. W. Bush.
1. R. A. Leakey.
C. H. Courtney.

SUCCESSES IN SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.
ARMy AND NAVY EXAMINATION, 1939-40. Fifteen successes.
SPECIAL ARMY EXAMINATION,. 1940. J. W. M. Badcock, H. L. Stamp, K. G. Wilson.

1941. D. P. T. Deshon, A. B. E. Rutherford,
A.]. HolIington; N. F. Grove-White,
D. M. Moffat-Wilson.

EXEMPT FROM SPECIAL ARMy EXAMINATION BY HIGHER CERTIFICATE-
1940. D. H. Armstrong, W. T. Bensted-Smith, P. ]. Casswell, P. M. Leslie-Jones,

K. J. M. Noms, P. G. D. Shallow.
1941, D. S. Hawkins, E. H. Walsworth-Bell.
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ROYAL NAVY (SPECIAL ENTRY) ExAMINATION-
1940-41. P. J. Woolland, J. R Chevallier.
November, 1941. A. M. Jones (Accountant, 1st place).

J. E. T. Hales (Executive, 3rd place).
J. M. Hunter.
J. D. J. Hawkesley.•

March, 1942. J. P. Holliss (Executive, 2nd place).
ROYAL MARINES. November, 1941. H. S. Wallace (2nd place).

DISTINCTIONS OF· OLD SHIRBURNIANS.
Among many others, these include :-1 Knight Bachelor, 1 C.R, 1 C.B.E., 3 O.B.E's. and

7 M.B.E's., 5 D.S.O's. and 5 M~C's., 4 D.F.C's., 2 George Medals.

THE PROLOGUE, written and recited by M. MCCRUM.
I am the Prologue, and to-day I'm here,
Rudely resolved again to interfere
With your enjoyment, harassing your brains
With falsely intellectual hurriCanes
Of words, supposed to be one mass of jokes
Concerning last year's work-the artichokes,
.The vegetables we've grown, the work we've done,
And chief of all the labours of your son.
Each mother longs to talk about her boy
Who blushes as he listens, quiet and coy..
One mother proudly says: "My boy's a jewel ;
He's quite unique; he's bottom of the school."
And so the compliments fly thick and fast,
Each one by yet a better still surpassed.
But Prologue is not here to criticise;
For rather it is meant to banish sighs
And worries, which it's done with great success,
For you're so bored that nothing can obsess
Your minds except the idle speculation
Whether I'll ever end this declamation.

Two crowdedy~ have hurried by and passed,
Since Prologue gave his kindly welcome last;
But boys change little, and they're much the same ;
Each new boy comes and learns to play the game.
The Old School Tie still flutters in the wind,
Although its pin has often been unpinned.
Matrons still use white mixtures and pink pills
And life flows on with all its little thrills.
For one audacious house has thrice been fined
(I will not tell you which; 't would be unkind.)
For shining forth at night like Blackpool Pier.
I hope it's learnt its lesson, but I fear
That in a fit of wild exuberance
It might o'erlook the official ordinance,
And blaze in folly through the midnight sky.
But now the time has come to say good-bye
To what the Past has seen and what we've done,
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For now the Present needs a champion;
And though there are more things I could disclose,
It is my pleasant task to welcome those
Distinguished visitors whom we see here,
Whose speech with bated breath we wait to hear.

All hail, sir.! Here we welcome you to-day
Without your panoply, your rich array
Of splendid robes and fulsome wig and gown,
Yet shining in the fame of fair renown.
The reason for this praise you'll notice soon :
It's but a prelude to our yearly boon.
Perhaps recalling bygone days you've brought
A something that is eagerly besought
Each year, in fact an extra half or two.
The more you give the more praises will accrue
To your already glorious name, for now
'Tis the vogue with two holidays t' endow
The School, and, like trades-unions, for more
Each year we ask than yet before.
Half-holidays are not rationed yet,
So take your chance before this dreadful threat
Has come to pass.

To you, my Lord,2 we give
A hearty welcome, like some relative
To a favourite boy; and we greet you, sir,3
Disciple of Diana and Chief Governor.
Andgovemors all, both great and small, I greet,
Whose august presence in this school their fleet
Of limousines from time to time betrays.
No wicked boy that morning disobeys
His master, though, of course, that's nothing new
To us, the boys of Nineteen Forty-Two.
However, I suppOse next time you're here,
A swarm of bicycles with three-speed gear
Will tell us that the Governors have come,
And all will work in silence, hushed and dumb.
And every other human in this hall
(Boys are not human, so we're told by all)
The Prologue welcomes with its foolish rhymes.
In Sherborne we are moving with the times;
We have our Fire Guards, Home Guards, A.T.C.,
Our' cosy' dreamland shelters, and our A.R.P.
But clearly I can see 'tis time to cease,
Although I have to shatter parents' peace.
I'm glad I've lulled you to this state of rest;
A gentle sound of snoring echoes from the West,
And from the East a happy grunt or two-
The after-dinner grunt which means that·you
Have reached that lotus-land of bliss,
Where nothing matters, nothing is amiss.
Perhaps you'll thank me for this pleasant sleep:
Though short and hurried, it was very deep.

THE SHIRBURNIAN
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But now, since every one's awake again,
The Prologue need no longer here remain.
One last farewell, one final wish; and here
The prologue, duty done, must disappear.
I hope that Sherbome will awhile dispel
All gloomy thoughts: and now, indeed, Fare Well.

Notes.-l Lord Caldecote, Lord Chief Justice.
t 2 The Right Rev. The Lord Bishop of Salisbury.

3 Colonel F. J. B: Wingfield Digby, Chairman of the Board of Governors.

. Sherbome has not had a full Commemoration since those far-off piping days of peace, when bananas
were more than geographical curiosities, and petrol flowed like water.

The Editors will long remember that Commem.-sunny days of luxury and plenty, with the clouds a
long way off. What would the war-time counterpart be like? The Commems. of 1940 and 1941 were
quiet, unheard of, and unremembered. Surely in 1942 we should have long pinched faces, lined with
worries; surely we could not be social and merry in war-time, with transport so difficult and food so
short. Your scribe will endeavour to show you how hopelessly wrong you are, for, in the third year of
war, we had as full and busy a Commem. as any could have wished for.

True to form, the weather was glowering and threatening on Friday moming, and during lunch a
cloudburst seemed imminent; so black, it looked, indeed, that it was a mystery to all how the rain held
off. But while no meteorologist can explain it, I can. I was told by another. The reason is this. A band
was imported for the P.T. display. The band brought its big drum. The officer of the band said it never
rained when they had the big drum with them. It didn't.

The gym. squad gave the first display, at 2.30 p.m. Large numbers of visitors were already present.
The display included parallel bar work, ground work, and high horse work. It was greatly enjoyed by
all, as the applause showed.

Immediately afterwards came mass P.T. We were fortunate in having a real military band for this
entertainment-produced by Major Jarman, who had judged the P.T. competition earlier in the term.
The display was excellent, and did the School credit. The march on came off without a hitch, and the
time and changes throughout the table were good. The weather during the display, though fine, was
cool. After the P.T. the School and visitors repaired to the Swimming Bath to watch a gymkhana, arranged
by Mr. Westlake. The show started with the Senior 50 yards, won by Sproule. The other events were the
greasy pole, in which Wingate was successful in removing the dagger, and Sim was very nearly successful
(the other competitors appeared to find the prospect of an early bathe too inviting, and so left the dagger
where it was), the motorcar race, in which competitors propelled themselves along backwards on inflated
tyres (McCrum excelled in this race, and won easily), the hurdle race, won by Nicco1-Searancke (Cuthbert
led comfortably on the first length, but was unable to hold the pace: in the second length Niccol-Searancke
moved up, and taking his jumps with the ease of an experienced rider (or horse) won easily, although the
, also rans' were not far behind), the egg and spoon race, won by Co1e, and the Junior 50 yards, which
was won by Ritson-Thomas. It is not known whether Smelt was engaged in avoiding submarines, or
hunting for them, or merely viciously trying to ram the other competitors, but anyway, with the sun out,
he ought to have swum roughly in the right direction. The Gymkhana finished with a diving display,
many suicidal deeds being performed from the high-dive. After this Mr. Westlake fed the seals with
pennies, and when last seen, all performers were seen swimming happily beneath the surface of the waters.
Nobody was drowned.

In the evening there were, to use the language of the School, " things called Dramatic Declamations "
.in the Big Schoolroom. The attendance was large, and again we were impressed with the number ofparents
present. The programme started with the scene from Moliere's " Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme,' in which
M. Jourdain is being taught the art of speaking by the professor. M. Jourdain was played by D. K. Freeth,
and the professor by J. H. T. Rees. This was a well acted and lively scene, and well deserved the applause
it received.
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, The second item was called" How M. Perrichon averts a Duel," from" Le Voyage de M. Perrichon,"
by Labiche and Martin. The cast was :-

M. Perrichon D. K. FREETH•

. M. Armand I. R. A. LEAKEY•.

Jean (M. Perrichon's servant) . C. S. WILLIAMS.

Le Commandant Mathieu P. M. FOSTER.

This scene was well acted and produced, though a little harder for the bad French scholar to follow.
Our German scholarship was represented by a dramatic recitation of Heine's "Die Grenadiere,"

and Goethe's " Erlkonig," by C. S. Williams.
Then came a scene in Greek from Aristophanes. This was acted in modem dress. Dicaeopolis, the

black marketeer, played by F. M. Cassavetti, looked the part exactly, if we may say so without offence,
and M. Pope, too, was excellent as the starving peasant who barters his little girls for precious wares.

The last main item was divided into three parts. The first was a scene from " The Merchant of
Venice,'~ a dialogue between Launcelot Gobbo and Old Gobbo. N. J. Cooper played Launcelot, and
our expectations were not disappointed. Old Gobbo was taken by F. C. K. Cuthbert, who looked quite
convincing, doubled up and garbed in black.

The second part was an extract from Samson Agonistes, the closing lines of that play. There were
four speakers :-

Chorus L. G. S':'M. WADESON.

Semi-Chorus ~ A' R. L. R. NICHOLSON.

Semi-Chorus' B ' M. D. HOGG.

Manoa (Samson'sjather) P. G. WADE.

The programme finished with Napoleon's final speech in "The Dynasts" of Thomas Hardy.
M. J. F. Morrison, as Napoleon, was very good, and the speech formed a fitting end to the evening.

Saturday dawned hazy, but later it cleared up, and there was a hot sun. The Commemoration
Service was in the Abbey at 10 o'clock. The Abbey was packed, but the Service started promptly. The
sermon was preached by the Right Rev. the Bishop of Salisbury. .

Speeches and Prize-giving followed immediately after the Service. Again the Big Schoolroom was
full, even fuller than the night before, for the dais had to,be used. The Prologue was read by M. McCrum,
welcoming the gu~tofhonour, Viscount Caldecote, Lord ChiefJustice ofEngland, and the other governors.
This caused much laughter, and dictated"in no uncertain terms how many extra half-holidays the School
expected.

The Prologue was followed by a reading of the Barnes Elocution Prize Pieces by J. M. S. Pasley,
the winner. Then the Headmaster welcomed Lord Caldecote and, after thanking him for coming down,
passed on to a review of the School's achievements since 1939. He spoke of the many Scholarships gained,

. and of the numerous other successes in examinations. He said that the School now numbered 461, and
he congratulated the School XV on their unbeaten record over three years. Speaking of-the policy which
he pursued \\ith regard to the war, he described himself as an elephant crossing a marshy river-bed, whose
progress was slow and sagacious, but very sure. He mentioned the formation of an A.T.C.,a Home
Guard, and A.R.P. service, and the projected formation of a Sea Caidet Corps; and he did not ~mit the
School's agricultural labours. .

Lord Caldecote then spoke. Referring to the future of public schools, he said that the observation
that there was no place in a democracy for the public school seemed to suggest rather a sombre view of a
democracy. If Sherborne with its twelve hundred years or so of life as a school, and other schools, were
to be shut down or destroyed, nobody could think that anything positive could possibly have been attained.
The old school tie had been laughed at, but those who thought it a badge of snobbery or plutocracy were
under a great delusion. If he knew anything about those who wore the old school tie, including himself,
they wore it because it helped to bring back the happy days of which it was a symbol, and the comradeship
formed at school, and it was a mark of that unfailing youth which even the oldest of them liked to cherish
anet remember•. The c;ritics of the old school tie had not yet begun to understand its real significance.
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Bach
(1685-1750)

Mendelssohn

(1809-1847)

Weelkes
(1575-1623)

Plato, in his " Republic," prescribed for the boys of the Republic" places where they should receive
the influences of noble works falling on their eyes and ears from childhood upwards." And Plato said:
" I could think of no better upbringing than that." That seemed peculiarly apposite in such a place as
Sherborne. Plato, when he said that, was saying what, no doubt, a good many parents in that room were
saying with great thankfulness, that if their boys grew up under the inspiration of those happy influences,
they would be what their father and mother could desire them to be. He thought that Mr. Butler, the
President of the Board of Education, was on the right lines when he suggested two or three days ago that
the task of the Committee which he was about to appoint would be to tind how the public school system
could be brought within the reach of a much larger number of people than had hitherto been possible.

The critics should realize that the efforts of the parents had been largely responsible for the mainten
ance of the public schools. The school was not a place for the farming out of parental responsibilities:
it was a place in which both school and parents co-operated in the sacred trust committed to them:

What seemed to be the fault outside the public schools was not merely that the boys and girls finished
their school life at or about 14, but that that fact encouraged the idea that they were not to receive parental
control during that period of their life which was most formative, between 14 and 18 years of age. What
was needed more than anything else was a higher conception of education as a whole, not merely the book
learning which could be received from a teacher, but the influence of the spirit which parents, as well as
masters, could give to those entrusted to them.

(The above account of Lord Caldecote's speech is reprinted from the Western Gazette).
Colonel F. J. B. Wingfield Digby, Chairman of the Governors, then thanked the Lord Chief Justice

for coming down. H~ mentioned the sad loss of Mr. Parry-Jones, and spoke appreciatively of the work
of Mrs. Parry-Jones.

During the afternoon a large crowd gathered to watch the 1st XI playing Downside on the Upper.
An account of the match is to be found in the Stop Press. The weather was tine and hot, and the
boundary was lined with spectators right up till the close of play at 6.30, when Downside's last wicket
fell. .

In the evening the School Choir gave a Recital of music. The programme was as follows :-
MonT (six-part unaccompanied) Eccard

When to the Temple Mary went and brought the Holy Child, (1553-1611)
Him did the aged Simeon see, as it had been reveal'd,
He took up Jesus in his arms and blessing God he said;
In peace I now depart my Saviourhaving seen
The Hope of Israel, the Light ·of men.
Help now thy servants gracious Lord, that we may ever be
As once the faithful Simeon was, rejoicing but in Thee.
And when we must-from Earth departure take,
May gently fall asleep, and \vith Thee wake.

MOTET (six-part unaccompanied)

Hosanna, Hosanna, to the Son of David : .
Blessed be the King that cometh in the name of the Lord.
Hosanna, Hosanna, thou that sitteth in the highest heavens:
Hosanna, In excelsis Deo.

CHORUS (from Mass in B minor)
(for Voices and Organ)

Crucifixus etiam pro nobis sub Pontio Pilato, passus, et sepultus est.

CHORUS (for Voices and Organ). ,
Be not afraid, saith God the Lord: thy help is near. God the
Lord thy God, sayeth unto thee "Be not afraid !" Though
thousands languish and fall beside $ee, and tens of thousands
around thee perish, yet still it shall not come nigh thee.
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Farrant

(-1580)

Mendelssohn

(1809-1847)

Two MOTETS (four-part unaccompanied)

Hide not thou thy face from us, 0 Lord, and cast not off
thy servant in thy displeasure: for we confess our sins unto
thee, and hide not our unrighteousness: for thy mercy sake
deliver us from all our sins.

Call to remembrance, 0 Lord, thy tender mercies and thy
loving kindness which hath been ever of old. 0 remember
not the sins and offences of my youth: but according to thy
mercy think thou on me, 0 Lord, for thy goodness.

CHORUS (for Voices and Organ)

How lovely are the messengers that preach us the gospel
of peace. To all the nations is gone forth the sound of their
words. .

Beside the above, there were a few short prayers, a hymn in which the congregation joined, and the
Benediction. The Choir sang the Vesper, " God be in my head," at the end.

It was particularly pleasing to see the Abbey absolutely full for the second time that day. The singing
was excellent-we have heard nothing but praise-and it reflects great credit upon Mr. Picton and the
School Choir, who spent so much time learning and practising the singing. We would like them to know
how very grateful Sherborne is. .

Over the week-end an Exhibition was held in the Art School. The pictures shown are the fruits of
Mrs. Gervis's first year at the Art School. Opinions about pictures always differ. We, however, congra
tulate Mrs. Gervis on such.a good exhibition, and particularly on the amount of talent she has' unearthed'
in the lower part of the School.

Sunday was, as always, a day of rest. Apart from morning Chapel, the day was free. Your scribe
spent the afternoon lying beneath a large beech-tree in a wood.
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HOCKEY HOUSE MATCHES
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The abnormal shortness of the season owing to the hard grounds naturally affected the standard of Hockey
throughout the School. Consequently the play in House matches was not up to the usual standard. By the time
that the Junior Final was due to be played the weather had broken completely, Barlow's and Ross's having to fight it
out on a quagmire with rain falling intermittently throughout the game.

Under normal conditions, Barlow's were probably as good a team potentially as has been seen in the competition
since Hockey started. But the conditions made for a much more even game. This can be said without any disrespect
to Ross's, who put up a splendid fight. Yet the fact remains that to score goals was extremely difficult on such·a mud
heap, and Barlow's were the more handicapped. At half-time Barlow's were leading by a goal, scored byCockrnan,
to nothing. Thereafter they continued to have most of the play, apart from a short period near the end when Ross's
made a tremendous effort to pull the game round, scoring through Agar. Earlier in the second half Barlow's had
scored again through Edwards. They thus won a spirited contest by two goals to one.

Barlow's also won the Senior Final against Parry-Jones' by three goals to one. The ground was in good condition,
but the standard of play was not high. Parry-Jones' were nota strong side, but they were very quick on the ball and
their spoiling tactics nearly upset Barlow's completely, for the latter failed to realise and take advantage of the fact
that the opposing wing halves were concentrating on the inside forwards. For even after Weldon had twice got away
on the left wing to score two goals, they still kept the ball close instead of feeding their wings, who were left severely
alone by Parry-Jones' defence, in spite of the fact that both goals had come from one of them. Territorially Parry
Jones' had more of the play in the second half, but apart from an excellent movement which produced a goal by
Clarkson Webb, they had not the necessary skill or control to finish off their attacks.

BartIen's positional play at centre-half for Barlow's was very good, but he was essentially a defensive centre-half,
which did not help the forwards much, but gave the opposing inside forwards too much scope in which to get moving.
As usual Cassavetti was excellent in mid-field, but it was Gibbon who took the eye as the most thrustful of Barlow's
forwards near the circle, and it was he who scored their third goal during the second half. Weldon had a good match,
within the meagre limits allowed him, but Hawkins, not unnaturally resenting almost complete starvation, came too
much into the middle of the field, which caused his side's attack to become even more confused and ineffective. The
wing halves were too slow, and Covington gave his wing far too much rope. The backs were shaky under pressure;
Sargent was the sounder, Plowden being too rash and impetuous in his tackling and hitting. Wingate was very sound
in goal. Parry-Jones' were best served by Collier and McCrum at centre-half and right-half respectively. Kidner
got through a lot of work, but the wings were the best of the line as an attacking force. The two backs were slow and
unreliable, but generally managed to extricate themselves from difficult situations somehow. Cuthbert kept goal
.very well on the whole. Barlow's were clearly the better side, but lack of experience nearly led to their downfall. It
is usually easier to play a losing game than a winning one.

Teams :-Barlow's: Wingate; Plowden, Sargent; Covington, Bartlett, Stratford.; D. S. Hawkins, Gibbon,
Edwards, F. M. Cassavetti (Captain), Weldon.

Parry-Janes': Cuthbert; Carey, Harris; McCrum, Collier (Captain), Laidlay; Stevenson, Shallow, Clarkson
Webb, Kidner, Hosegood.

R.S.T.

CRICKET
SCHOOL v. THE TOWN.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, May 9th, and won by the School by four wickets.
The School won the toss and decided to take advantage of the new ball. Both of the opening bowlers were inclined

to be erratic, and Mr. Thomson and Freeman scored freely off the loose balls. The opening stand had put on 64 before
Mr. Thompson was caught in the gully off Lovell. Freeman and Mr. Barlow continued to score at a fast rate, and,
when Freeman was eventually run out, he had made an excellent 75 runs. The rest of the side offered verv little
resistance, and the innings closed for 147.

The Town had an early success when Pearn was clean bowled by Foster with the score at 20. Webb, Ricketts,
and Brayne were alll.b.w. for small scores, and it was left to Whitehead and Leakey to score the runs with Newman,
who had been batting slowly but steadily.
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The fielding of the School was poor, and the bowling inclined to be too short. The full scores follow :-
THE TOWN. THE SCHOOL.

E. J. Freeman, run out 75 A. \V. C. Pearn, b Foster 7
R S. Thompson, c Webb, b Lovell 24 H. E. H. Newman, b Ranken 55
R M. M. Barlow, tb.w. b Ricketts, M. R. 16 W. P. Webb, tb.w. b Foster 4
J. Waltham, b Ricketts, M.AIM.R. Ricketts, l.b.w. b Ranken 14
M. Phillips, tb.w. b Ricketts, M. A 0 R B. Brayne, tb.w. b Ranken 6
J. N. Parsons, b Ricketts, M. R 1 A. T. Whitehead, b Foster 26
Captain Veck, b Hosegood 6 I. R A Leakey, not out ... 20
E. Imber; c Webb, bRicketts, M. R 2 D. I. T. Wilson, not out 2
P. N. Hicks, c Wilson, b Hosegood 0 J. B. Hosegood }
H. C. Foster, tb.w. b Ricketts, M. R. 6 M. A. Ricketts Did not bat.
K. F. F. Ranken, not out 1 G. Lovell

Extras 15 Extras 15

TOTAL

BOWLING.
M. R Rickets 4 for 35; Hosegood 2 for 26 ;
Ricketts, M. A, 2 for 21; Lovell 1 for 26.

. 147 TOTAL (for six wickets)

BOWLING.
Fosoter 3 for 48; Ranken 3 for 40.

149

SCHOOL v. R. J. O. MEYER'S XI.
Played on the Upper on Saturday, May 16th, resulting in a draw.
Ricketts won the toss and decided to field. The wicket was slow and easy, and the opposing batsmen availed

themselves of the opportunities offered by some rather short bowling. The School scored its first success at 18, when
Ricketts bowled Li Calsi, but then Skelton and Vigar settled down and attacked the bowling, and runs came at an
alarming rate. Skelton was dismissed, however, at 102, and there followed another partnership of 50 runs. With
the score at 152, Vigar was bowled by Ricketts for a very well-played 73, the chief feature of which was his extremely
hard bitting. Armitage, Nash, and Streeten all continued to make runs, and the innings was declared closed at 209 for 6.

The School were given a good start by Pearn and Newman, and it was not till 70 runs were on the board that the
,first wicket fell. Pearn batted well for' 43, but Newman was very slow. Robinson was bowled when attempting to
force the pace, and Ricketts made 25 in quick time before being caught off a' skier' at mid-on. The finish was rather
tame. Any chance that we might have had of beating the clock was spoilt by the slowness of the batsmen at the
beginning of the innings, and the steady, good-length bowling of our opponents. The full scores follow :-

R J. O. MEYER'S XI. THE SCHOOL.
A. N. Skelton, c Webb, b Hosegood 42 A W. C. Pearn, c Vigar b Meyer ... 43
C. R. J. Li Calsi, b Ricketts, M. R. . 12 H. E. H. Newman, l.b.w. Vigar 18
F. H. Vigar, b Ricketts, M. R 73 A. 1. T. Robinson, b Vigar 3
J. Armitage, c Hosegood, b Brayne 32 M. R. Ricketts, c Meyer, b Armitage 25
H. E. Nash, c Wilson, b Hosegood 18 W. P. Webb, st. Li Calsi, b Streeten 16
P. G. Streeten, not out I3 A. T. Whitehead, not out 9
R J. O. Meyer (Capt.), c Brayne, b Hosegood 5 I. R A. Leakey, not out 4
N. L. B. Tart, not out 2 R. B. Brayne }
-. Knights '} J. B. Hosegood Did not bat.
J. C. Treloar Did not bat. D. I. T. Wilson
-. Trembett M. A. Ricketts

Extras 12 Extras 15

TOTAL (for 6 wickets declared) 209 TOTAL (for 5 wickets) 133

BOWLING.
'Ricketts, M. R, 2 for 36; Hosegood 3 for 50 ;

Brayne 1 for 40.

BOWLING.
Meyer 1 for 15; Vigar 2 for 31;
Armitage 1 for 17; Streeten 1 for 3.

SCHOOL v. D. & M: WING, A.F.V.S.
Unfortunately rain prevented a single ball being bowled, and the match had to be abandoned.

SCHOOL v. 52ND TRG. REGT., R.A.C.
Played on the Upper on Saturday, May 30th. Lost by five wickets.
It had rained hard overnight and during the morning, and the wicket was extremely soft and slow when our

opponents sent us in to bat. Whitehead was caught at the wicket almost immediately. Robinson and Ricketts both
stayed for some time and were out trying to force the pace. Newman followed shortly afterwards. He batted soundly,
but very slowly, and missed many opportunities of scoring off loose balls, especially on the leg. After this wickets
fell quickly, and the last wicket fell with the total at 143.
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From the start it was obvious that our opponents were going to attempt to get the runs. The first wicket fell at
11, but when Whitburn and Feaver and later 2nd Lieut. Davey got together, the score mounted extremely
quickly, Feaver, in particular, making full use of his long reach. Our score was finally passed with seven minutes to
go. If there was ever any chance of our winning the game it was ruined by the very short bowling which the opposing
batsmen found easy to hook. The ground fielding was extremely good, but there were still too many catches dropped.
The full scores follow;- .

THE SCHOOL. 52ND TRG. REGT., R.A.C.
H. E. H. Newman, c Feaver, b Jones 43 Capt. R. W. Mason, b Hosegood .. , 6
A. T. Whitehead, c Gilbert, b Jones, A. O. 5 LjCpl. Whitburn, c & b Brayne 35
A. I. T. Robinson, b Clarke '27 LjCpl. Brown, b Hosegood ... 7
M. R. Ricketts, c Clarke, b Mason 22 LjCp!. Feaver, c Ricketts, M. A., b Ricketts, M. R. 58
W. P. Webb, st. Brown, b Jones 7 Cpl. Larkin, c Leakey, b Evans 1
I. R. A. Leakey, l.b.w. b Clarke 3 2jLt; G. L. Davey, l.b.w. b Ricketts, M. R.... 39
R. B. Brayne, c Jones, b Clarke 0 Cpl. Clarke, not out 3
M. A. Ricketts, b Clarke 1 2jLt. A. O. Jones J
D. I. T. Wilson, l.b.w. b Jones, A. O. 8 LjCpl. Gilbert . Did not bat.
J. B. Hosegood, not out 8 LjCpl. Jones
D. T. Evans, b Clarke 7 Cp!. Raley

Extras 12 Extras 7

TOTAL

BOWLING.
Clarke 5 for 45; Jones 2 for 7 ;
Jones, A. 0.,2 for 52; Mason 1 for 6.

143 TOTAL (for 6 wickets)

BOWLING.
M. R. Rickets 2 for 50; Hosegood 2 for 52 ;
Evans 1 for 2S; Brayne 1 for 22.

156

SCHOOL V. 58TH TRG. REGT., R.A.C.
Played on the Upper on Saturday, June 6th. Result, a win for the School by nine wickets.
The day was extremely hot, and our opponents, winning the toss, decided to bat. The opening batsmen began

cautiously to some accurate bowling, but soon runs came more freely. At 32, however, Brayne scored the first success
for the School by having Cp!. Cairns well stumped by Wilson. From then on the wickets fell quickly, and the innings
finally closed for 66 runs. The bowling of the School showed a distinct improvement, Brayne, in particular, keeping
a very good length.

Pearn and Whitehead opened the innings for the School, and runs came fast from the beginning. At 31 Pearn
was l.b.w., and Robinson and Whitehead made the necessary 36 runs. As there were still nearly two hours left for
play, the School went on batting, and Robinson and Ricketts put on 104 runs before the former was caught at mid-off.
Ricketts followed almost immediately, being caught on the square-leg boundary. Webb and Leakey were soon dis
missed, and Newrnan scored 11 runs in the last over. The full scores follow ;-

58TH TRG. REGT., R.A.C. THE SCHOOL.
Cpl. Cairns, st. Wilson, b Brayne 19 A. W. C. Pearn, l.b.w. b Pearman 19
Tpr. Harvey, c Ricketts b Brayne 11 A. T. Whitehead, b Capt. Best 38
Tpr. Pearman, l.b.w. Brayne . 1 A. I. T. Robinson, c Mitchell, b Harvey 95
Tpr. Leslie, !.b.w. b Hosegood 3 M. R. Ricketts, c Pearman, b Mitchell 35
Sigmn. Dixon, b Brayne 1 W. P. Webb, run out 0
Captain Best, b Brayne 4: I. R. A. Leakey, c Dixon, b Capt. Best 1
Tpr. Stubbs, run out 0 H. E. H. Newman, not out 11
LjCpl. Fowler, not out 7 R. B. Brayne, not out 0
LjCpl. Mitchell, b Brayne ... 4 D. I. T. Wilson }' .
Tpr. Thompson, N., b Ricketts 1 J. B. Hosegood Did not bat.
Tpr. Thompson, A., b Ricketts 6 D. T. Evans

Extras 9 Extras

TOTAL

BOWLING.
Ricketts, 2 for 15; Hosegood 1 for 13 ;
Brayne 6 "for 29.

66 TOTAL (for 6 wickets)

BOWLING.
Pearman 1 for 15; Captain Best 2 for 33 ;
Mitchell 1 for 9; Harvey 1 for 12.

200

SCHOOL v. R.N.C., DARTMOUTH•

. Played on the Upper on Saturday, June 13th. Result, a win for the School by 169 JUIls.
Owing to rain overnight and in the early hours of the morning, play did not begin'until shortly after 12 o'clock.

Dartmouth won the toss and put the School in to bat. The School met with early disasters, losing the first three wickets
for only thirteen runs, bUt Robinson and Webb settled down, and by lunch time they had carried the score to 56.
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3
2

21
33
15
22
11
2
8
2
o
8

R.N.C., DARTMOUTH.
Robertson, b Hosegood .,.

, Glennie, l.b.w. b Ricketts
Bower, c Ricketts, b Evans
Carlill, b Evans
Dean, b Evans
G-Williams, b Ricketts
Sandford, b Ricketts
Littledale, b Ricketts
Spicer, c & b Ricketts
Forgan, b Ricketts
Nicholson, not out

Extras10

4
o

206
o

38
2
8

28

When play was resumed, the weather had cleared up, and there was promise of a good afternoon's cricket. Robinson
was batting magnificently, sending the score along at a fast rate" while Webb, although uncertain at times, kept the
other end going. After Webb was dismissed, Leakey and Newman followed in quick succession, and it was left to
Brayne to partner Robinson, who was still scoring freely. The innings was declared closed at five minutes past four, with
the score at 296 for 6. Robinson carried his bat for 206, which included one 6'and 24 4's. Perfectly timed drives and
many fine forcing shots off his back foot were perhaps the chief characteristics of a superb innings, marred only by
one very difficult chance when he had made 90. Dartmouth's fielding was keen throughout. .

The start of the Dartmouth innings after tea was equally disastrous, as they lost their first two batsmen for five
runs. Bower and Carlill soon settled down, however, and canied the score quickly to 64, when the former was caught
at mid-off off Evans, who was bowling very steadily and keeping a good length. The rest of the Dartmouth batting
was uninspiring with the exceptions of Dean and G-Williams, who tried hard to retrieve the situation. Ricketts was
bowling accurately and in his last spell took five wickets for five runs.

There was a definite improvement in the bowling, but the fielding did not always reach the standard of previous
games. The full scores follow:-

THE SCHOOL.
A. W. C. Pearn, c G-Williams, b Spicer
A. T. Whitehead, b Spicer
A. I. T. Robinson, not out
M. R. Ricketts, st. Nicholson, b Spicer
W. P. Webb, b Dean
I. R. A. Leakey, b Spicer ...
H. E. H. Newman, c Nicholson, b Sandford
R. B. Brayne, not out ...
D. T. Evans }
H.C. Jacob Did not bat.
J. B. Hosegood

. Extras

TOTAL (for 6 wickets declared)

BOWLING.
Sandford I for 65; Spicer 4 for 87 ;
Dean 1 for 12.

296

2ND XI.

TOTAL

BOWLING.
Ricketts 6 for 31; Hosegood 1 for 25;
Evans 3 for 40.

127

May 23rd v. 231sT S/L. TRG. REGT., R.A.
Unfortunately this match had to be abandoned owing to rain, without a ball being bowled.

June 4th v. MILLFIELD-WON BY 4 WICKETS.
Millfield-75. (W-Jones 36. Jackson 6 for 11).
School-119. (Jacob 38. R. J. O. Meyer 6 for 51).

June 6th v. DOWNSIDE-WON BY 8 WICKETS.
Downside-88. (Ricketts 4 for 27).
School-122. (James 52. Gough 5 for 34).

June 6th v. DOWNSIDE-WON.
School-186 for 8 wickets declared. (Stevens 58 not out; Arkell 37; Blakeney 30).
Downside-35. (Blakeney 3 for 9).
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During the Easter term the Junior Shooting Competition was held as usual, and was won by Abbeylands, who
had an average of 79.1 out of a possible of 100. The general standard was quite good on the whole, with one or two
outstanding scores. The top score was made by Hepherd Cc) who scored 99.

The complete order with averages was :-
1. Abbeylands 79.1 5. Abbey House ... 74.2
2. The Green 78.1 6. School House" B " 70.8
3. Westcott House 77.1 7. Lyon House 69.8
4. Harper House 75.1 8. School House" A " 69.2

We had several.22 postal matches against other schools during the term, winning nearly all of them. It was a great
pity that the " Country Life" Competition was not held at the usual time this term because we \yould have had a really
good VIII, at the top of its form, to enter, and we would have had a very good chance of winning it. The Competition,
however, is going to be held this term instead, and if possible we are going to enter two teams for it. Our first team
will be the same as last term's VIII, with the exception of Stallybrass, who has left. However, we have several very
promising newcomers from which we can choose to fill his place. The scores of our matches last term show the high
standard which we maintained throughout the term.

We started off well in our first match by scoring 625, very nearly reaching our last year's" Country Life" score
-629, on which we based so much hope. The scores I received from other schools were :-

Marlborough 622 Allhallows School 58 2
Sutton Valence 624 Repton 597

The VIII for this match was :-A. H. Robarts Cc), Lovell Ca), Kidner Cb), Sedgwick, R. A. Cc), Stallybrass Ca)
Mortimer Cc), Lightbody Ca), Pembleton Cf). . '

Stallybrass just missed a possible by dropping one point on rapid; he scored 84 out of 85. Mortimer made the
only other outstanding score of 83.

We scored 628 in our next match, again defeating all our opponents :-

Magdalen College School 429 Oundle 625
Denstone College 621

The VIII was the same for this match, with the exception of Wade Ch) for Lightbody. Pembleton and Kidner
both made good scores; 84 and 83 respectively. Stallybrass, although scoring a possible on rapid, dropped ten points
on snap and group.

With the same VIII we again made 628 in our next match, this time being beaten by two schools :-
Winchester 637 Trinity College CGlenalmond) 573
Imperial Services College 629 Canford 628
Epsom College 603

Our standard dropped by a small margin in the next match making the score 626, but we were undefeated by our
only two opponents :-

Eton College 587 Sedbergh 615

The team was the same except for Danby Cd) and Hosegood Cb) who were put in to fill the places of Sedgwick
and Robarts, who were away. In this match Kidner made the highest score of 83, while Danby scored 82.

We reached a climax in the score of our last match, by beating by about 10 points any previous record the Major
can remember in all his 14 years here. We scored 644, easily beating three good scores from other schools. With
this score we would have been almost sure of being very near, if not at, the top, of anyUCountry Life" Competition.
Other school's scores were :-

Clifton
King's College, Taunton

628
626

Loretto 620
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A. H. ROBl\RTS (Capt. VIII).

Total (85).
83
84
85
78
82
81
71
80

A. H. Robarts
Kidncr
Lovell
Sedgwick
Stallbrass
Mortimer
Wade
Danby

The individual scores may perhaps be of interest :-
Group (20) Sllap (25) Rapid (50)

20 25 48
10 25 49
10 25 50
5 25 47

10 25 47
10 25 46
la 20 41
10 25 45

Total 644(680.
Lovell, who scored a possible in this match, has shot very well all through the season; so also have Sedgwick.

Kidner, ahd Mortimer. Wade's score in this match was not characteristic of his usual form, as on previous occasions
he has done very well. .

We have managed to get the open range several times'this tenn from the regiment which is using it at the present.
We will not be able to have any postal matches under the" Ashburton " Conditions, as we are only able to fire at 200
and 300 yards, owing to the fact that there are no 500 yard targets. However, the House Pair Open Range Competition
will take place later in the term in the usual way.

One or two .22 postal matches have also been arranged later in the term.

AGRICULTURE
While the full facts and figures of our Agricultural effort this term are not yet available (July 9th),

I publish our main results so far. .
Up to July 9th, the net hours of work done under the auspices of School Agriculture came to 9,317.

The number of farmers or organisations helped numbered ~3. These figures shew a definite increase on
last year's total, when 7,500 hours were done in the whole term. It is only right that there should have
been an increase. We had the foundations raid for us last year. It was up to us to build on them.
Agriculture is now an accepted occupation. AgriaJ1tural notices are posted daily, the demands of Agri
culture being arranged to fit in with the demands of Cricket, and vice versa. I would like to thank the
school cricket authorities for their co-operation throughout the term, symbolised, perhaps, by seeing a
member of the 1st XI wielding the spitter instead of the bat.

It has been said that the poor cricketers were not getting their share of the game-that they had to
go weeding day after day, and that the effect of this is boredom. But games are deliberately arranged to
give these people a chance to play; frequent Junior Leagues" B" Games provide ample scope for" cricket
for all." One of the commonest limitations on the amount of cricket played in any afternoon was the
number of grounds available.

I know that weeding is a dull job. Mass weeding was deliberately arranged in many cases to prevent
one House from being stuck in the same field on the same job for weeks on end. I know many people
disliked it, but it was undoubtedly invaluable to the farmers-far more valuable than the individual House
jobs. .

Although the " hours per boy per month" done in individual Houses have been different, it would
clearly be invidious to pick out one House and praise it alone. It is the School I would praise, for the
School has worked well.

Mention, too, must be made of the tractor-driving courses held. The first has now been completed.
Twelve people took the course. The instruction was in two parts-theoretical, under a skilled Ford
technician, and practical, under certain experienced tractor-drivers among the school. The aim of the
courses has been to produce tractor-drivers who have had experience in driving on the ground with
instruments, and who have a sound general knowledge of all that pertains to tractor-driving. We cannot
turn out skilled and polished drivers; that is the work of years. The future tractor-driving careers of
those who took the courses will shew whether we have been successful. We are confident that the course
has been worth while.

Having thanked the School and the Cricket authorities, I wish to thank all those Masters who have
supported the Agricultural effort, which is as yet in its youthful stages and backed by no tradition.
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1 would also like to thank those Prefects who have helped with the job. Without them little could
have been done ;-

E. P. DANBY, Deputy Captain of School Agriculture; Captain of Agriculture, Harper House; who
took charge of mass weeding parties; bore the brunt of the practical tractor-driving instruction. Quite
indispensable.

M. A: KIDNER, Captain of Agriculture, Abbey House, who also took charge of mass weeding parties
D. W. E. BELL, Captain of Agriculture, The Green, who was in charge of the work done on School

Premises and at the Games Fields. .
R. H. DALY, Captain of Agriculture, School House, who took charge of mass weeding parties.
N. J. COOPER, Captain of Agriculture, Abbeylands.
J. E. BLAMPIED, Captain of Agriculture, Lyon House.
E. J. WHITEWAY, Captain of Agriculture, Westcott House.
N. R. GREVILLE, who took charge of mass weeding parties.
A. H. ROBARTS, who assisted with practical tractor-driving instruction.

A. H. MAxwELL,
CaPtain of Agriculture.

P.T. COMPETITION

95
94
93
92

M.E.K.W.June/42.

The P.T. Competition was held on Tuesday, June 2nd, and was judged by Major A. J. Jarman, M.B.E. and Captain
A. Tringham from th'e Southern Command. The judges considered the work was on a high standard, and I was
well satisfied with the work each House produced.

The satisfactory thing about the result was that the winning squad was ten marks ahead of the rest, while only
six marks divided the second squad from the last; this shows steady work throughout the school, and I hope that
senior instructors will see that this standard is maintained. The result was as follows :- .

1. Parry-Jones' 108 5. Thompsons'
2. Ross's . 98 6. Randolph's
3. School House " B " 97 7. School House " A "
4. Barlow's 96 8. Hey's
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editors decline to hold themselves responsible for the opinions of their c01-reSp01idellts):

I am; yours, etc.,
TRIBUNUS PLEBIS.

" Hopefully" yours,
G.B.R.

To the Editor of" The Shirbu~nian."
DEAR SIR,

In anticipation of next term may I gently inveigh against the new system of Senior Leagues, in which I am sure
I reflect the opinion of everyone to whom rugger means anything at all. Someone has already pithily expressed the
universal dislike of the Senior Leagues as arranged last Easter, and .I am writing, not in the hope of improving on his
theme, but in the knowledge that the theme will bear repetition.

What is the sort of game which is played under the new system? Picture a cold, drizzly day in November. A
disgruntled group-not team-of boys trots dismally on to the field. The ordeal begins, and the two teams, one in
an assortment of House rugger vests of various hues, the others in Whites, carry on a half-hearted struggle barely
associable with Rugger. How can either team feel that unity so necessary in team games, when it is arbitrarily chosen
from all houses and is just " Senior Leagues X "? How can it raise any feeling of keenness against a team whose
identity is as impersonal and unsubstantial as its title " Senior Leagues Y"? Neither team feels that it is a team.
Considering the lack of stimulus to keenness the Senior Leagues teams last year played with remarkable vigour; but
the last whistle was more welcome than the first.

. What was the sort of game played under the old system? Picture the same cold, drizzly day in November. Two
teams, the colours of whose vests proclaims that each comes from the same house, come swinging out on to the field.
The rain goads them on. Each team knows what it is-there is a real unity that binds it together.

The difference between the new system and the old is like the difference between a cross-countrY run and a really
tough assault-course. Perhaps the analogy is better. not stressed, for in the assault-course of the modern army it is
hate which makes for toughness, and hate should be absent from rugger. But a temporary and similar emotion to hate
is good for rugger. .

At this School words like "keenness" and " team-spirit" are dinned into us ad nauseam-but surely they are
needed in rugger, and are not to be found in the new system of Senior Leagues.

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
SIR,

Might I be permitted to make a suggestion for the organisation of the School Gym. Squad? At present it is
confined solely to the Upper School; .could it not be made possible for some of the often better gymnasts of the Middle
and Lower Schools to aspire to the heights of this much-maligned body? Failing this, could not a Junior Gym. Squad
be inaugurated ?

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
SIRS,

I have always considered the position of the Choir with regret but only recently with misgiving. No other
body in the School-no matter what miserable qualities it boasts nor in what achievements it excels-ever has to with
stand such an onslaught of criticism. The Choir has proved itself times without number, and surely not least in its
performance in the Abbey last year. (Of this year judge for yourselves). School achievements are recorded, but why
no mention of those members 'Of the Choir?

Yours,
CHORISTER.

To the Editors of" The Shirbirnian."
DEAR SIRS,

I would like to thank all those Masters who have so kindly helped with School Cricket this term.
Yours, etc.,

M. R. RICKETTS
(Captain of Cn·chet).

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS, _

May I take this opportunity of thanking all those who have helped with the tennis this year, and especially Mr.
Gervis, who has given up so much time to coaching and organisation.

I am, etc.,
P. M. FOSTE.R (Captain of Tennis).
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So here's to 2040.
Yours, etc.,

P. M. FOSTER.

No. of Letters.
14

5
5
9

15
8

12
16
9
8
4

10
3

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS, .

Among museum pieces not in museums I think tne School Kinematograph Apparatus deserves a special mark
of note. To begin with, its repertory is sadly limited and when the "old favourites" come round again the School
is not even allowed to cheer when the machine breaks down-an outrage on a par with stopping a man saying his prayers
before his execution. The repeated breakdowns cannot even be attributed to sabotage now that we may not cheer
at them; and anyway who would want to prolong the agony? Perhaps it is because it was designed to project on to
cave walls, and the introduction of these modem screens has upset it, or perhaps a distinguished Old Shirbumian
tried to sharpen his stone axe on it. Anyway I feel it should lie in peace.

I should point out that I am not expecting this to bear immediate fruit. One must remember one's environment.
I am writing purely for the benefit of the next century. I shall watch developments patiently and feel I have done
my duty if the Shirbumian of 2040 may witness a continuous performance of more than two minutes duration. One
must revere the past and the slowness of change, and after all with its roots in antiquity what's another century or so
to it·?

Don't despair boys! If authority doesn't act soon, some bearded professor will claim it for science as a fossil
'of the missing link.

To the Editors of " The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS,

The "miserable" quantity of poems, prose sketches, and correspondence in last term's "Shirburnian" has
prompted me to look back over the last few years and produce rough statistics concerning the number of poems, letters,
and prose sketches in " The Shirburnians " of those times. The result of my research is very interesting, since it refutes
entirely the quite natural belief that " The Shirburnian " of to-day has far less material in it than before. From the
figures below, which are accurate, but necessarily misleading to a certain extent, since all poems, etc., are not of the
same length, the intelligent reader will see my meaning clearly :-

Dete. No. of Prose Articles. No. of Poems.
Easter, 1938 ... 10 15
Summer, 1938 3 11
Christmas, 1938 4 10
Easter, 1939 ... 4 9
Summer, 1939 4 6
Christmas, 1939 5 11
Easter, 1940 ... 4 11
Summer, 1940 3 10
Christmas, 1940 4 10
Easter, 1941 ... 4 6
Summer, 1941 2 8
Christmas, 1941 4 13
Easter, 1942 '" 1 4

Yours, etc.,
CRITIc.

To the Editors of " The Shirburnian."
SIRS,

I see in " The Shirburnian" of July, 1939, a suggestion by the Editors that the House Swimming Marks Cup
should be abolished. I whole-heartedly agree with their suggestion and sincerely hope that my letter may have some
weight in having it abolished. The swimming bath is there for pleasure. The House Swimming Marks Cup leads
to boys being forced to try for different tests, which very often they have not the least desire to go in for. I, like those
who first put up the suggestion, know that it is the only Cup which all the House can compete for. But is it pleasure
to be made to dive, or forced to swim? It is enough to make boys hate the water for the rest of their life.

Yours, etc.
"HARDLY A WATER-BABY."

To the Editors of " The Shirburnian."
SIRS,

In the last term's issue of " The Shirburnian " you published a scurrilous and unwarrantedly vindictive parody
of a poem which had appeared in your pages a term previously. In the same issue, you complain of the "paucity of
literary material" provided by the School. I suggest that these two points are not unconnected, and if literary space
in " The Shirburnian" is devoted to purely destructive and personal criticism there will inevitably be fewer serious
contributions. .
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Yours, etc.,
" SIMPLIZIUSSIMPLIZISSIMUS."

I am,
Yours truly"and'not unhopefuIly,

VERSATILE QUAVER.

Yours, etc.,
M.H.

Parody is 'harmless, and even desirable, provided' that it does not exceed certain well-defined limits; a piece of
humorous verse which sets out to make fun of, say, the surrealistic school of poetry maybe amusing and harmless.
However, if that same piece of " humorous" verse becomes levelled agilinst one particular poem, and actually quotes
from that poem with the purpose of ridiculing the style and the thought of the poet, it loses all merit and becomes
little better than a malevolent and vicious caricature, worthless from a literary and any other point of view.

" The Shirburnian" is no place for writing such as this.

(You take yourself too seriously.-EDs. " SHIRB.")

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS,

There was once a pilinter called Adolph; he painted all sorts of things, but most of all he loved to pilint squiggly
lines called swastikas, although he sometimes pilinted long red ones for communist fetes in the days of the Reichstag
fire. Wouldn't it be splendid if we could have some such lines on the bottom of our swimming bath? Adolph, who
they say once lived in Cold Harbour, was once asked to do us this favour, but he objected, saying that the bath was
too dirty to embody so pure an idea in the shape of red lines. But now-well, it's all different, and our bath looks
anyway as clear as crystal, and even if Adolph doesn't like red any more, blue would do just as well.

A COMRADE.

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS,

It seems apparent that Classical Music is fading into unnatural oblivion. We are given to understand that Classical
Music is decidedly more preferable than musical jargon-eommonly termed Jazz.

Personally, I consider that the propogation of Classical Music can be instilled in one way, and in one way only,
namely, by the formation of a" Light Classical Society," which by way of a basis, would specialise the works of such
eminent musicians as Strauss and Faust.

This I feel convinced would not be caviare to the general, and, from time to time, the classical scope could be
extended in harmony with the interests of the Society st:ggested above.

To the Editors of " The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS,

Every school wishes to impress other schools favourably; and one of the chief ways of doing this is through the
teams which visit us. Any member of a team will acknowledge that one of the chief factors which impress him about
his hosts is the tea he receives. Visiting teams here receive one bun, one piece of bread, and some tea; all requests
for a second bun or even some more bread are refused. Surely we are not paupers to the extent of refusing our guests
food. Or is our economy campaign being enforced so strictly that we become inhospitable?

I suggest that we rilise the level of-our tea, and even if the fare is meagre, let it be plentiful.
\

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
DEAR SIRS,

It appears that the proposal to form a body of Sea Cadets has been hampered by the inability to secure a seaman
to manage the Corps. In this connection we would like to suggest that, while one cif the Staff might volunteer to take
the place of a permanent Commander, some of the invalid sililors from the newly-built Naval Hospital might be invited
to give weekly lectures and instructional classes, thus not only giving us valuable help but also helping to while away
their uneventful hours of convalescence.

We welcome the idea; and the necessity of such a corps is obvious to us as well as to many others who would
willingly transfer from the J.T.C.

Yours, etc.,
R.N.T.D.
T.J.G.R.
D.A.F.

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian."
SIRS,

(a) In a sermon this term" IF" was referred to as "that unpleasant poem." Obiter dicta need not be taken
too seriously, but I should like to quote the present Prime Minister, as reported in The Times of November 18th, 1937 :
" The Recessional hymn upon the Diamond Jubilee and that rule of life contilined in the verses entitled' IF ' should
at one time or another be learned by heart by every good Englishman."

(b) I think that the National Anthem at our Sunday morning Service would probably be far the most popular
hymn and would have been appreciated by our guests from Danmouth on June 13th. NESTOR.
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The Editors wish to thank the School for its magnificent response to their rather acrimonious
appeal of last term. The amount of material which they have received is very large; and
no contributor, whose contribution has rIOt been accepted, should feel discouraged. But there

is still need for yet more contributions.

661

THE LIBRARY
A 15th century building with foundations of a hundred years or so earlier, surrounded on ali sides

by relics of the past, the Library block forms one of the most interesting corners of the School. In
monastic times there stood on the south the church of All Hallows, the north wall of which still survives;
on the east a cloister aisle, clearly of two stories, the upper of which is conjectured to have been a scrip
torium or writing room where classical authors were laboriolls1y transcribed by the monks to occupy
their spare time; on the north a main entrance, which, though now blocked up, is hardly disguised by
the Headmaster's notice board; on the west a covered stairway leading to the first floor, the sole trace
of which is the drip stone or slanting coping on the outer wall.

The purpose to which the brethren put the building is disputed. Guesten Hall, says the official
record (1); but whatever its use, it is likely that the upper story was divided (possibly by a minstrel gallery
on a partition wall) into two sections as the diverse character of the woodwork strongly suggests. The
ground floor was probably used as cellars for rubbish or else for the wines. traditionally so popclar with
the Benedictines. The intriguing spiral staircase between the two floors may well have been the scene
of more interesting traffic than at present.

After the Dissolution of 1539 the building, like the chapel, fell on evil days, and its history for the
next three hundred years is very similar. Used as part of the great silk mill the Library too, as all the
19th century prints show, endured the insertion ofa second floor and the plastering and piercing by dormer
windows of its beautiful roof. On the south end there was put up a lean-to shanty, perhaps originally
for the Abbey sexton, but used \vithin living memory as a cobbler's house (the present muniment room
over the Abbey porch, reached by a spiral staircase; corresponding to the other, serving as workshop).
The cloister disappeared, wantonly tom down during the Civil wars, likely enough at the hands of Fairfax.

But as with the chapel, in 1851, by the gift of Earl Digby, the building returned to more dignified
uses. A restoration followed (2) removing the second floor and dormer windows, and propping up the
dangerously bclging east side by the three present buttresses. Harper had wished to restore the cloister,
but for some reason this was not done, and the present traveller to No. 18 must content himself with the
sight of the outlines of the old cloister, which being of hard stone have left very clear traces.

The first use for the new hall was not as a Library (3). Much more pressing was the need for a Big
Schoolroom and it was thus that the school originally employed it. No illustrations and few accounts,
unfortunately, seem to be extant of this period of the building's history, but the frosted windows with
their explanatory tablet tell a tale which cocld doubtless be capped by many a better. It was suggested
at one time that a stage shocld be fitted up in the south end of the room, the spiral staircase to be used as
a means of communication with No. 18 as green room; but nothing came of the idea, a better one than
most perhaps.

. In 1879 the present Big Schoolroom was completed and the old room became available for other '
purposes. What more obvious than a library? Ofcourse, the school had had its library before; records
survive in various old accounts and catalogues of three hundred or more years of book buying. From the
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17th century they had been housed in the Oak Room and when the present School House was built, in
the Reading Room there.' But by the 80's the collection had become unwieldy and more spacious accom
modation was required. For the present room with its dignified fittings the school is largely indebted
to the energy and generosity of Young. Shelves, flooring and show case (4) all are his, and the room has
undergone small change since his time..

Books apart, there are many points of interest about its structure. The windows, some at least of
which are 15th century work, are in no case exactly opposite each other. The south window (the glass
dates from 1887 commemorating the Jubilee of Queen Victoria-itself full of detail and well worth study,
were it not now obscured to view) is not central in the wall, as the close observer can easily detect; the
error-ten inches-is larger than the eye would estimate. The variation in the style of the roof work
'has already been mentioned, and the lighter coloured stone at the top of the window arches suggests,
perhaps, their concealmerit for many years by the second floor. The shields on the walls are the originals
used in the Pageant of 1905. Of the plaster busts little can be said save that at one time no library was
deemed complete without them (5). The pictures on the walls have one and all a local flavour; many
of the views are old, rare and of great interest to those with antiquarian tastes (6). The fine modem
cupboard, too, is a quarry for the student of local history with its masses of well-arranged accounts,
minutes, maps, school lists and the like. The Charter alone is missing, removed to a safer place for the
duration.

The story of the Library has been one of ever increasing scope and accessibility. Till 1725 every
book (save five dictionaries and an atlas) was chained to its shelf-a boon for the harassed librarian if for
no one else (7). In Harper's time there was an annual subscription of 5/- for those using the place; more
over, every leaver was expected to contribute at least one volume for the common good. Slightly later
we find in the rules the Sixth Form only being accorded the " privilege of access to this noble room, for
each has his separate key (which he is in honour bound never to lend to any unprivileged person). For
others admission is arranged at special hours, but all have facilities for taking out books." ,

Of the books themselves this is perhaps hardly the place to speak: at length. The once great treasure
of the place, gift of Robert Boyle the chemist, a Bible published in 1651 in the Cherokee language (a
noteworthy achievement some forty years before the foundation of the S.P.G. or S.P.C.K.) was sold
some years ago for a remarkably handsome sum. But a Bible in Irish and the unique set of Orlando Lasso's
madrigals still remain and the leisured browser may yet discover first editions of Johnson's Dictionary
and Pope's Iliad, an autographed copYQf Xenophon's Cyropaedia belonging to Wesley, a " Cavalry Train
ing " of Stuart times and other curiosities.

1638 sees the earliest mention of a library at the school in the records, but Jewel, Bishop of Salisbury
(died 1571) is always reputed to have given books, so the collection is probably much older. The most
ancient book is Aquinas' Opus Aureum, 1493, and it would be nice to think, though proof is lacking,
that this volume at least was in the monastery library, and is the doyen of a family, ranging from the musty
yet magnificent tomes of the past to the thin, off-white productions of 1942, a family which has grown in
number from the 364 of the first catalogue of 1695 to the rising 10,000 of to-day, and which has thus
proved a centre of sound learning in a part of England where good books in large quantities have not·
always been easily accessible.

(1) This theory rests perhaps more on analogy than any definite evidence, as in Benedictine houses such a hall
above a Cellarium or store house was usual enough on the west side of the cloisters. Others have thought that the
room was used as a Misericorde where more substantial food was supplied than was to be found in the refectory proper,
or else as a dormitory for the lay brothers; but there is little to suggest that these latter ever attained such numbers
as to justify the existence of so large a room. Its original purpose must then remain a mystery.

(2) The date of its return to the service oflearning is contained in a neat chronogram by W. B. Wildman, devoted
librarian for many years, which deserves perhaps a more permanent form than the hand board in the Library provides.

MDCCCLIII
.AuLa fuI monaChis oHm; Me turpIs AraChne

folluit, at Pallas vinDiCat usque sua.
(3) The lower part was, however, at once impressed as much needed classrooms not, as now, two, but originally

three. But teaching gradually ceased in the central room and after varying uses (including a period as the Headmaster's
office) it was finally in 1926 knocked into one room with its neighbour to form the Lower Library and ease the pressure
of books above. Hence, of course, the two doors to the latter room. .
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(4) The contents of this" ark" (as it was irreverently dubbed by former generations) are changed from time
to time, though some exhibits are almost permanent residents by reason of their particular appeal; e.g., the school
bill of 1796 with its extra charge for Single Bed (an expense which the parent appears to have preferred to save) and
the LP. of 1832, unembellished indeed by blue or red, but none the less still serving to-day as a model of neat
calligraphy.

(5) Lined in silent worship on the chapel seats during spring cleaning in the holidays, they can claim at least
one startled victim-a master visiting the chapel one evening when the light was failing.

(6) What song the Sirens sang may be ever beyond us, but there is satisfaction in seeing what Sherborne loo~ed
like when the railway was a few weeks old, in persuading oneself that Dickens really did get the name of Pickwick
from a school list during one of his visits to the town, or even in looking at the Sixth Form of seventy years ago, boys
who must have remembered the last time the German was in Paris and seen the Conduit used as a Red Cross Depot
for medical supplies-for both sides.

(7) The clamp marks of these old chains are still to be seen on a number of books, e.g., Du Pin H 21.

The School Prize Essay.
FREEDOM

Whoever· studies History finds a great temptation to view the motives which guided men in/ast
generations with cynicism. It is difficult to avoid seeing men as acquisitive and selfish. "If we di for
ourselves what we do for our countries, what scoundrels we should be ! " said Cavour, and we cannot
deny this all too truthful observation upon the lack of principle in statesmen. A chronicle of warlike
nations, guided by men whose only impulses were desire of money or power, struggling for their own
ends, with no better justification for their actions than that might is right, is not a source of inspiration to
people who wish to find in the past an example for the present. Yet that is the aspect which History
at first presents, the struggle between unprincipled men whose motives are of the lowest.

Such a sordid panorama of human woes is, however, far too bad to be true.' That our forbears have
not been perfect is often regrettably the case, but they did not always orientate their activities by mere
desire for material gain. To see the past as a series of events in which men were uniformly moved to
further undesirable ends by undesirable means is to take too harsh a view. The evil that men have done
has lived after them, and is only too easily apparent. "The good is oft interred with their bones," and is
remembered with more difficulty. The former we deplore, but we must not ignore the latter. We must
remember the times when altruism, friendship based on something less material than gold, ideals and
ideas, have swayed the future of the world for the better. We must remember the times when negative
icieals, the desire to prevent evil, have checked the course of the unscrupulous and have paved the way
to a more positive effort of constructive ideals. Many such ideals have stirred men's hearts: but the
most powerful, the oldest, the heritage of the forbidden apple in the Garden of Eden, and the one which
has caused more strife than any other is the ideal of Freedom. .

Desire for freedom is a strong force, and it is this which has done more than any other single motive
to shape the destiny of the world-probably more than all other motives put together. It has been a goal
for mankind since time immemorial, and one which seems to recede as each step is made in its direction.
It has been the greatest incentive to warfare in world history. This is a very sweeping statement, and
requires defence, but that defence is easy to make. It was Freedom which was the cause of the enemies
of Xerxes, who from his throne could see the teeming ranks of his minions fighting a handful of Greeks
at Thermopylae. The struggle between Oriental despotism and Occidentalliberty was continued in the
war between Rome and Carthage, and while we cannot help feeling in our hearts sympathy for Hannibal,
we are eternally grateful that the cause for which he so heroically fought was defeated. It seemed as
though much of the old freedom was lost when Rome turned from a republic into an empire, but much
beside remained in the form of the Roman Law, when a man could say with pride" Civis Romanus Sum."
And so on through the ages the Zoroastrian struggle continued, throwing up such immortal names as
Joan of Arc, Robert Bruce, George Washington, Garibaldi, Lord Byron, and Simon Bolivar, all of whom
fought, wittingly or unwittingly, for liberty.

Whatever our individual views, therefore, freedom is of such importance that every man and woman .
must give it full consideration, and come to form some opinion about it. It is far from sufficient to say:
"This war is being fought for Freedom, and is a crusade against tyranny." The sentiment may be sincere,
but it is nebulous in the extreme, and Socrates, had he heard it, would undoubtedly have replied, "Yes,
but what do you mean bJ Freedom?" The importance of Freedom, and its need for consideration cannot
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be over-emphasised. History shows us that. But now that Poland, whose agelong dream has been
independence, has another Partition Treaty, and has finally been assimilated into Germany, and Norway,
which for centuries has shown an example to the world of how efficiently and beneficially a democracy
can work, has been once more subjugated, and Greece, the very birthplace of freedom, has been overrun
and enslaved-now especially a universal consideration of Freedom commends itself to a world in which
its cause has so swiftly and so suddenly suffered untold reverses.

To many the importance of Freedom is self-evident. Even so, however, it is as well to assess its
importance and its place in history. Once this has been done there remains· the hardest task of all, to
define Freedom, and, with a definition in mfud, to consider whether freedom in everything, or perhaps in
anything, is desirable.

It is the hardest thing in the world to define anything abstract. Everyone must have heard the" Brains
Trust" on the wireless, and have noticed how enmeshed its members become when they try to define
such words as "Courage," "Art," "Beauty," and "Fear "-all words which slip off the tongue
without being given a second's thought. The difficulty of defining Freedom is the same. Of ten people
recently asked to say what was meant by Freedom, eight started murmuring something about " freedom
of thought and speech," and then began hurriedly complaining of the weather, or commenting on the
flowers in the garden. One (who was in the middle of a meal) said that he had more important things to
think about, and one said that he could not define it off-hand, and anyhow his ideas probably would not
coincide with anyone else's. The answers were probably fairly typical. The majority had the haziest
ideas about it. One could not be bothered with such trivialities while he was trying to find the cake, and
one, who doubtless had ideas complete io his own satisfaction, realised the difficulty of definition.

These statistics, obtained in the crudest fashion, are not meant to prove anything, but they will have
served their purpose if they illustrate the difficulties involved. Every man's opinion must differ slightly
from everyone else's, since his opinion is subjective, and is in part. a projection of his own character
and feelings upon it. To take rather an absurd instance, an innkeeper might define freedom as the right
to- do just as he liked, especially to sell drinks when he liked, while a sepculator on the'Stock Exchange
might define it as the right to do just as he liked, especially to remove money from the pockets of ignorant
people, who clearly did not know what to do with it, and who were taught a lesson for the future into the
bargain. These are very unlikely examples, but they serve as illustrations. There are no two similar
definitions of anything but the most material and objective kind. An island is a piece of land entirely
surrounded by water. Authority for this may be found in any Geography book. The definition of pain,
courage, or art, on the other hand, varies from man to man, and book to book.

This is the main difficulty attached to the problem. But there is something common to every opinion,
a sort of highest common factor of opinion upon which it is possible to fix ideas. Running .through the
multi-coloured skein of varying opinions is one thread, which remains constant, one opinion which every
body who believes in freedom must hold. This is the recognition of the rights of others. Liberty if it
is to unite men; and not tear them asunder, must.be something more than a man's conception of his own
rights, and his desire to fight for them. Liberty must be founded upon a lively realisation of the rights
of others, and a fighting conviction that the rights of others must be maintained. Only when a person
has this love of universal liberty, a militant belief in the sacredness of another man's freedom, even when
such freedom means the limitation of his own, can he and those about him say that they have attained
to true freedom. That is why no one in a dictatorship or oligarchy can be called free. Even the chosen
few, those with power, are not free. They have no care for the self-respect of other men, the rights of
other men and the freedom of other men. In destroying the freedom of others, they destroy at once their
own; for they have committed themselves to one political dogma to which they' must cling. Any man
who changes his mind, who falls foul of his colleagues, is ruthlessly punished. In the name of a political
belief he joined with his friends; and in the name of that belief his friends fall upon him should he recant
over broad issues, or criticise small ones. He is under the same subjugation as everyone else in the country.
The common people are slaves to the dictators: the dictators are slaves to their creed. True liberty must
depend on toleration, and more than toleration, of the rights of others. Voltaire's epigram, outstanding
above his others, sums this up: "I disagree with everything you say-but I will fight to the death for
your right to say it." Therein lies true freedom; this is the very essence of liberty.

With this in mind we can further define freedom-but not objectively or dogmatically. Everyone'
who believes in freedom ofany sort must concede that it is based on the implications underlying Voltaire's
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remark. He must admit that Liberty is the political approximation of the commandment~ " Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself." Thus far everyone is agreed. But not everyone is agreed upon what
degree of freedom is most compatible with human nature. Some make the unwarrantable assumption
that man is " homo sapiens" and worthy of living in a world of anarchy. Qthers, less charitable, deplore
the sardonic humour of the anonymous biologist who named man " sapiens," and think mart can be trusted
with very little freedom, if any at all. Between these two poles, which span opinion on the subject, are
all other varying views. The degree of liberty best suited to a man depends on his morals, education,
nationality, temperament, and-generally-" civilisation." Clearly there is all the difference in the world
between the suitability of a pathological misanthrope and an enlightened citizen. The same shoe will
not fit every foot; the same freedom will not fit every man or nation.

Perhaps the safest thing to do is to fall back on compromise. First of all there would have to be made
the few assumptions that man is reasonably moral, and reasonably intelligent, but as much subject to
temptation as Adam, and to deceit as Eve. After that we could hardly do better than echo the words of
Gettysburg: '~Governmentof the people, by the people, for the people." This generalisation allowing
of particular interpretations in practice, covers many sorts of constitution. Some licence of choice can
be allowed as to what form this constitution should take, to suit various nations. England, a democratic
monarchy, would feel unhappy if the rather undignified and boisterous type of American republic, or the
volatile, purposeless, energetic republicanism of France were foisted upon her. To every people its choice,
provide~ that the choice is not a spurious representation of government by, of, and for the people.

The second condition of the perfect democratic freedom can also be best summed up by a phrase
of trans-Atlantic origin. This is that every man and woman should have the right to "Life, Lib~rty,

and the pursuit of happiness," provided that the right of one man should not infringe upon the rights of
others. This, of course, gives rise to laws and restrictions. "This is a free country," sneer our critics,
" and look at your restrictions; not even allowed to get a drink when you like !" The answer to them is
that the annoyance caused us by laws is amply repaid by the fact that those laws are designed for the
protection of others, and that, if no laws were made, the inconvenience. suffered at the hands of selfish
people would be ten times as great as any which seemingly petty laws impose on us. This country which
through the course of years has evolved from" laissez-faire" to "collectivism," has good cause to know
that wise laws, in restricting licence, enhance liberty. Freedom cannot be represented as the unrestricted
licence of everyone to do just as he pleases, but the right of everyone to do just as he pleases, tempered
by the similar rights of others. It is recognition of the rights of others that justifies laws, prisons, and
taxes, all of which are, or should be, designed for the benefit and protection of the people. The larger
the community, the greater the need for laws, and the greater the restrictions; but in compensation,
the greater number of people to claim some measure of freedom.

So much for freedom inside a state. There remains the problem of freedom of states among .them
selves. In our own country we justly claim that our liberties are based upon the well-ordered recognition
of everyone. Yet international relationships are based on nothing more than the anarchical sovereignty
of each state. The anarchy that is justly reputed to be dangerous among single inen already exists among
the nations; and the danger of nations unchecked and running amok is enestimably greater than the danger
of individual men doing so.

lt is, of course, very unwise to draw analogies between nations and individual men. It is unwise
to think of a world Utopia as consisting of a democracy of Britania, Uncle Sam, a prodigiously large and
sometimes benevolent bear, and a number of other peculiar specimens of mankind and natural history,
which adorn the cartoons of the daily press. England is not a woman with a trident, or a farmer with a
peculiar and patriotic taste in waistcoats: France is not a cock: Germany is not a prodigiously long
Dachshund, covered with swa;;tikas. But, without unduly stressing the analogy of the individuals who
form the democracy inside a nation,and the possibility of nations themselves fonning a democracy, some
effort should be made, and must be made, for the sake of world peace. The goal is easily seen-a unity
.-of nations. But the task is immense. Whether the path to this goal is a League of Nations, a federation
of states, or unity based upon economic necessities, is a debatable question. A Federal Union would
probably be the best, but to achieve it will be a Herculean task, impossible unless it be carried forward
by a large majority of sincere men, not a few politicians whose half-hearted efforts mirror the indifference
of their people.
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So far freedom has only been treated as though it were something in a test-tube, which if used in a
certain·way produces certain results. What is the attraction of Freedom? What influence has it in the·
hearts of men? The question is subjective and personal.

I imagine Freedom as being symbolised by a walk in the evening over the high cliffs of Cornwall with
a friend. Everything is very quiet. There is no wind; the golden sun seems to be striking hitherto
unseen colours off the heather. Bees, industrious from dawn to dark, are taking their last loads home.
There is no hurry. The waves beat slowly on the shore, retire, and beat again. Wesaunteralong, serene,
peaceful, with nothing in our hearts to trouble us. On the way we nod greeting to a tall man in blue,
whose uniform and authority we like and respect. At the entrance of the house we turn our eyes westward,
hoping to see something which for weeks we have been expecting. Slowly the sun sets. Just as its tip ,
disappears beneath the horizon a bright green flash lifts its vast arc into the western sky, hovers trembling,
and disappears, leaving the sky to the dark peace of night.

It might well be asked why this should be symbolic of Freedom. Alone it is not. There is a com
plement to this picture; Two young men in some distant land are walking home, through the golden
sun that is brightening in the west. Their pace is brisk and furtive, quite out ofkeeping with the peacefuf
swell and surge of the slowly-rolling waves. Their speech is short and expressive. They cannot see the
beauty lying round them. The bitter thoughts in their hearts, accumulated through years, are eating
away their minds like acid, thoughts which, forbidden to be expressed, have gnawed at their consciences
as being guilty. On their way one of the men sees a hard-featured man in a brown uniform, and with
a nudge he silences the monosyllabic utterances of his companion. The two men and the man in uniform
cross in cold formal silence. As they enter the house their bitter introspective thoughts keep their attention
while for a second one of the most beautiful sights in nature, the frail, hazardous emerald flash gleams
and passes unobserved. Night falls upon an already cold and cheerless land. M.A.C.S.

CURRAKNOCKNANE
The two men struggled on over the rough bog track, climbing always. If they looked back they saw

. the track dropping behind ~em, and beyond that the great bay shut in by the mountains, the sun shining
brightly on the water-but it was forward they looked, not back, for they were going up towards the. valley
called Brawnaknocknane, and were soon coming to the village at its mouth called Curraknocknane
it was not a big village, consisting of two cottages and a hut. In the cottages lived four families, and in the
hut lived four donkeys-two were large, and two were small. Of the two large donkeys one was bad
tempered and tIle other good tempered, and of the two small donkeys one also was good tempered and the
other bad.

* * * * * * * * *
The valley at whose mouth they lived was long and narrow, opening out into its inner end into the

lough, Dereenaknocknane. It was shut in by the mountains, as are all the valleys of that land. There
was only one way into it, and there was only one way out of it-by the track which passed through
Curraknocknane. This track was narrow and winding, and ended blindly in the bog half-way between
the village and the lough. To the north of the valley were two mountains-:-Derrynacaheragh and
Maughanlawaun. To the east lay Maughanaclea and to the west lay Mullaghanatin. To the south lay
the bog, dropping down to the bay. A stream flowed out of Dereenaknocknane to the bay, and at rainy
times torrents poured down the sides of Derrynacaheragh into the lough, filling it so full that the people
of Curraknocknane feared that they were to be engulfed. When this happened they would give up brewing
poteen, and would fast until the rains stopped and the great lough subsided, when they would continue
brewing poteen as before.

Twenty people in all lived at Curraknocknane. They lived mainly on potatoes and oatmeal, beef
and poteen. They were, they said, a cultured and important village, their menfolk having assisted in
'every rebellion, civil war, and reputable smuggling expedition since the days of Finn MacCool and Cormac
Macart, when the village had first been built. '

* * * * * * * * *
As the two men approached the village the dogs started barking and the geese cackling. This aroused

the inhabitants of the village who emptied out of their cottages, and it also aroused the bad tempered
donkeys who started braying vigorously. The men were visitors-come over from the neighbouring
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village of Ballynashane, eight miles away. Visitors were rare in Curraknocknane, and these were given a
great welcome. The elder of the two spoke first: "God be with all here," he said. "And with yourself,
brother," replied the village as one. The second visitor then spoke: "God be with all here," he said,
and received an identical reply. Formalities thus quickly over, they were pressed to stay the night. This,
they said, they were unable to do, for they had to get back. This, they were told, was quite impossible,
for it would soon be dark and the fairies and evil spirits would be abroad, and cause them to be swallowed
up in the great red bog which lies over Maughanlawaun. Seeing the wisdom of this the two men readily
consented, saying that they had really no need to get back and that they would be delighted to stay. They
entered one of the cottages, but soon issued forth from it again, for they had expressed a wish to examine
the donkeys, the cattle, and the potato crop, and _criticise the turf stacks the village had made. Their
progress round the valley was sl(!)w, for they would stop at every beast they met, and the visitors would
say: "That's a fine calf," to which the old men would reply, with wise shakings of their heads: "It is
indeed," or perhaps the visitors would say: "It's a skinny hog you have there," to which the reply would
be made: "It is and all."

In this manner much useful talk passed between them, and they strayed far up the valley, not turning
for home until the last of the sun was already leaving the summit of Derrynacaheragh It was quite dark
when they got back, but the fires were alight and supper ready. After supper they all gathered round
the fire in the larger cottage. "What's the news from Ballynashane, brothers? "-and so the evening's
talk began, which would last far into the night.

Outside, Brawnaknocknane was silent. The Great God of the Mountains had sent forth good spirits
that night, and all was well. R.A.H.M..

FENLAND

" Norfolk, although no mountain ranges
Girdle your plains with a bastioned height • •. "

The ruddy harvest shone with his benign glow upon the marshes. A sighing breeze rustled among
the reeds in the dykes and the tide water gurgled and surged among their stems, sucking the soft slime
from the mud spits. Eastwards stretched the sea-wall echoing with the thunder of rollers; driftwood
rose and sank idly on the swell, dark and sinister in the moonlight. To the north lay Blakeney light-buoy
with its reassuring wink every six seconds.

Such was the scene as I sought my way back across two hundred yards of glistening mud to the little
village inn hidden from sight by a small knoll of dry land. As I regained the loke leading to the hamlet,
the first flush of dawn arrayed itself on a streaked horizon. With uncanny precision the dwellers in the
mere welcomed the light. Over my head flew ten duck, beating their way seawards like a great arrow
through the sky. From below welled up that noise sacred to a native of East Anglia, the boom of a bittem ;
and all the marsh folk called in reply. .

I turned my back on the dawn, and trudged with happy heart up the lane between the high banks with
the gaunt hombeam trees throwing their gnarled limbs over my head. From the rabbit-infested roots
of a solitary oak two bright eyes stared at me for a second and then vanished; an old owl flapped round
my head with his leering white face, and calling a noisy song of mockery, glided over to a neighbouring
copse.

Nearing the first flint cottage, I came up the village street winding past the "smithy," and followed
it to the bridge. I crossed over and looking to my right saw the black shadow of a tower mill with its
sails lazily spinning in the early morning air, creaking and rattling as they turned. Each arm on coming
to the summit of its course was silhouetted against a patch of orange cloud, the shutters like a large latticed
window. The miller must have been in a hurry indeed if he was stealing such early hours from the night.
Fascinated, I bent my way to the mill and stood in the shadow of the granary, gazing up at the giddy
sweeps. An oil lamp glimmered through an unglazed window, now and then showing the figures of
two men working industriously within. .

I had been there only a short space of time when the clock in the church tower tolled out the hour
of five, and with a staggering shudder the mill sails came to rest; the rattling of the bins and the rumbling
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of the grindstones ceased. The oil lamp was extinguished, and the two millers canie out into' the night,
.and walking round to the " patent sail" chains hanging from the fanstage, hauled on the weights, spilling
the shutters to the wind. Then they went indoors for a few hours rest till full daylight.

Returning to the High Street, I entered the "Stooker's .Arms" for a brief period of sleep, to awake
at nine o'clock when the heat of the day was already shimmering up from the ground. Far across the
fields from my window, a labourer was leading his team of horses across a water-meadow to the stubbles
where the partridges called and the field fires fluttered. .Wisps of smoke curled away listlessly from the
blackened and weather-scarred chimney of the blacksmith's shop, from ;where rang the metallic beating
of hammer upon soft iron. Beyond, the stream still bubbled as it frolicked and danced on under the
bridge towards the floodgates. The windmill was again grinding-majestic and brilliant with its white
cap and tarred tower. A tumbrel was being emptied at the granary door, the horse's brasses shining
like mail in· the warming beams of sunlight.

"FRASCH DEARG."

THE DEATH OF PETER GUIBUSHKIN

Peter Guibushkin was only forty-six when I knew him, but his face bore the marks of an old man.
White hair, paunched and wrinkled·skin, and timid eyes, deep set in flabby dried-up cheeks, gave witness
to his suffering. .

But all this is ended now. Under sentence of flogging he wrote this poem,-" When in the dawn I
see the sun, when shadows cross my face, when birds sing on the trees again, and the air is fresh and cool;
then I shall arise and leave this land, my country and home, in peace, and years that were to be spent on
earth I shall dream in a greater land.

" I fear not death, I fear not death for the stripes which must be laid on me were suffered by Jesus,
too "-and then he died.

I shall always remember the manner of his death because it was I who shared with him his last few
hours on earth.

Returning from our daily work· Guibushkin and I sat down and began to talk. At first we talked
ofthe minor trivialities of the past day-how cold it had been and how boring it was doing the same thing
day after day, week after week-but gradually the conversation died. Guibushkin became moody, and
gazed with unseeing eyes at the evening light fading among the trees. As the twilight deepened the
stars came out one by one, and they alone seemed to be able to give some measure of peace to his tortured
mind. Buf this was not for long. Clouds, drifting slowly from the east, shrouded the stars, and Guibushkin
was alone again.

In his reverie upon the stars he seemed to forget my presence in the room, and, kneeling down? he
confessed his sins to God, and ended with the simple prayer, " Lord, give me strength."

When he arose from off his knees, the night was black, so I asked him whether he would like a light,
but my question went unanswered. Lying down upon his bed he seemed about to fall asleep, but all
the. time he kept muttering to himself, " I must not sleep; I must stay awake, or else I shall dream ·of
the morrow." Tossing and turning he lay awake and waited, murmuring and swearing to himself, but
never speaking to me. These mumblings and cursings increased until he· seemed unable to bear the
darkness any longer. With a groan he called for a light, light for his tortured soul. Hastily 1 lighted
the candle stump upon the wall, and Guibushkin, possessed with. new joy at the light, and comforted by
its friendliness, lay down again, a weird figure in the flickering candle-light.

As he lay he never took his eyes off the little window which faced the east. It was only a little patch
of clouds, with an occasional star, criss-crossed with bars, but it seemed to grip him in a wild delight.
Sitting upon his bed he stared, half hoping and half afraid, and waited until the strain seemed too much
for him. Without a cry he fell back and buried his head in his arms. His soul was tom between two
desires. He knew what the dawn had in store for him; he had watched others and now it was his turn.
And yet, although he was terribly afraid-he had lighted the candle, in the hope that iis weak flame
would make the first' grey tints of dawn imperceptible to his waiting eyes-he felt deep down in his
heart a comforting warmth, a happiness because he knew that the thoughts of his comrades would
be with him. He felt the strength of their prayers, but this strength was not sufficient to prevent the
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indecision which filled hiS mind. He was tom between two prayers. In one he besought the dawn to
rise up quickly in the east so that his agony might not be prolonged. In sheer bravado he hoped for the
first faint gleam of dawn that would cast the shadows of the bars upon his face. But, with an involuntary
shudder, his whole feeble frame seemed' to' be tom limb from limb. He must put off the dawn as long
as time would permit. Such were his ravings.

With obvious effort, but in frienzied haste, he raised himseIffrom the bed and staggered to the window.
There, clutching at the bars above his head, he stared into the night. With a cry of joy he beheld the
darkness, and, as he stood, he munnured prayers, prayers which bespoke the agony and torture of his
mind. He wanted death at one moment,and not at the next; he told God that he was a coward; he
prayed for forgiveness; and, once more, for strength in the dawn. But his mind was already failing
him. To his horror Guibushkin believed that he saw the dawning light beyond the eastern hills. Turning,
he tried to extinguish the weak candle flame so as to see better, but he had not the strength to return to
the, window. As he snuffed out the feeble light that had been his consolation in the hours gone by, he
sank down upon the cold stone floor There he knelt with his forehead resting upon the stone, prostrate
before some unseen idol. He had not the strength to rise, so upon the floor he knelt, praying to darkness,
praying to sweet oblivion.

His voice was no more than a hoarse whisper as he asked God to destroy the sun and moon, so that
there should never be another dawn. He wanted darkness; "do not light up this terrible and vast iniquity
which hurts my eyes," he pleaded; and as he prayed he became more and more excited until his voice
which had risen to an unintelligible pitch of gabbling, faded away to silence which was only broken by the
snoring of his companions.

In the morning the,prisoners were not roused by Guibushkin's usual cry, " Another day has come
my friends." The sun, that usually awoke him by casting the shadows of the bars upon his face, fell
upon an empty bed. Guibushkin was dead beside his bed, and with a trembling hand I ended my vigil
as I closed the eyelids of the dead man. . C.W.

THE BATTLE OF SHERBORNE
The report of a war correspondent who was with a company of parachutists during the Battle of

Sherbome on June 9th.

I had been sent with a platoon of parachutists to send back an account of the battle to my paper.
We landed at a fann near the town, took up a position in a barn, and ate our lunches. The Company

Commander was worried by the situation. I asked him what the situation was, and was told curtly that
the umpire would pronounce his name wrongly.

We soon finished our meal, and then we began to organise our position. The C.S.M. had a plan
and explained it, but the Umpire who knew that it would spoil the enemy's plan, refused to let him put
it into practice.

Suddenly excitement. A fifth columnist arrived. We all clustered round him. He had seen enemy,
had he? Good. How many? Quite a few? Oh. Where were they? Around Sherborne ! Yes, he
had done well, he could go now, his infonnation was valuable.

I sat and watched him go: Suddenly two fields away I saw a figure clad in khaki, making away
into the distance. I asked who he was. The Company Commander. He was going to get his orders.
I approached the C.S.M. Where had the C.O. gone? To get his orders. Where from? He didn't
know. He had given some map reference, but the C.S.M. had forgotten it. When would he be back?
He didn't know. What was the C.S.M. going to do? Oh, wait about. He might send out a few patrols,
and 'he would finish his lunch. Where would he send the patrols to? Over there. Oh yes, what for?
To fill in time, and in case Colonel X came round.

I sat down again and watched the C.S.M. finish his lunch. Suddenly there came a breathless runner.
Attack! Attack where? The enemy of course. When? Now, of course, at once. Oh. The C.S.M.
cupped his hands and shouted: "Attack, attack !" ,

The company moved forward. After a few fields they came to a cross-roads. "Have they taken
the position? " I asked the Umpire. "Yes," he said, "it was laid down that they had to."

LED!.
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(Extracts from the " Deutsche Volkogezemortuniv~rsalpoesiekritikszeitung," May 5th, 1942).
EARLY ENGLISH MORALITY POEM

(With notes by the HERREN DOKTOREN LEY, FALSHUT, and BOEBBELS).
1. "'T wasbriIlig and the slithy toves
2. Did gyre and gimble in the wabe ;
3. All mimsy were the borogoves,
4. And the mome raths outgrabe."

This "deep and no doubt very ancient (viz. langugeart) poem is at the bottom by the name Carroll
signed. The manuscript was by our brave Luftwaffe glorious damaged and is here faulty. Herr Ley
proposes to read Caroil for Carroll. Prof. Schwippitz puts very strong arguments in his Over-the-english
non-aryan-poetry-marks-treatise, Vo!. 17, Bk. 3, p. 89, for reading Barroll forward.
Line 1. "briIlig "-no doubt from the Aryan" Die Brille" (spectacles, Eng. Ed.) meaning clear and

bright. Professor Funk contends this never happens in England, and hence the line is absurd.
But the English are notoriously blind and never realize anything-not even when they. by our
glorious Luftwaffe beaten are. .

The phrase" slithy toves" has defeated even Doktor Seltenwascher. The suggestion of
the present editor to read " slimy toads" will be taken for what it is worth.

Line 2. "gyre "-Professor Schfischschips suggests "lyre," meaning to distort the truth. The Fuhrer
has ordained the true reading to be " tire," thus showing the superiority of the tireless, glorious
storm-troopers.
"gimble "-a difficult word. Professor Goldenstein suggests" gamble," showing the immorality
of the Non-Aryan professors. The author suggests the reading" cymbal in the Wale," i.e., to
make music in a country to the west of England.

Line 3. This obtuse line can only be fully understood by reading Herr Schwoschenkoschen von Schwas
chenkaschen's work" Goose-Stepp£ng or Swedish Drill as a meam to the easily beautiful made body,"
Vo!. VI, pp. 79-637. However, this line may with moral advantage omitted be.

Line 4. Suggested renderings by Professors of Munich :
" And the moon runs out of the grave."-Punk.
" And the gnome rats out gave."-Funk. (This interpretation has the advantage the correctly

grammatical word-order to give).
" And the moan hath outcome."-Junk. (This shows the depression down the ages in

starving England).
" And the cat jumped over the moon."-Sunk. (This is, however, a little obscure).

D.K.F.
The School Prize Poem.
There is no voice that breaks the still,
Enchantment of the twilit air ;
And·I!oW the trees stand black and bare
Against the sleep-enshrouded hill.
Night comes: the long, pale shadows crawl
Like purple fingers, gloved in mist,
And in the shadowed twilight twist.
Soft slumber comes to cover all.
The crescent moon, but lately born,
Starts out upon his nightly course,
As some insane, unmounted horse
Leaps comet-wise towards the morn.
Now, deepening, the twilight grows
Dusk-haunted, where the shadows fold.
And I, who ride alone, behold
The crimson that the sunset throws.
And thus, when day and night are met
Together in a grey embrace, .
And evening covers every trace
Of meadow, hill, and rivulet,
I seek the dusk-begotten throng,
And wander by the river side,
To see the ripples as they glide;
Vague, Stygian swirls, in endless song.

THE RIVER
Men call me Parrett, and my tongue
Has prattled through a thousand years,
And.joined the thunder of the weir's
Deep hymn of caverns lichen-hung.
There is no end to my desire,
BUt, surging on, my eddies press
Through low-hung beds of watercress
And kingcups in tumultuous fire.
I wind my way across the plain,
Between the shadows of the vale,
Through valley, mead, and market-dale
And on towards the foaming main.
At Pithock, where the shadows line
The grassy bank beside the glade,
And chase the woven thicket's shade,
I bubble out like goblin wine.
And down the hill with flashing beat
I chuckle through the morning grass,
And trip and tumble till I pass
The turnpike by the Roman Street, .
Where yet the tramp of Roman tread
And echoings of another time
Come beating through the noon-day chime,
For such as these are never dead,
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But ever haunt the creepered track,
Where even now the cowslips blow,
In Spring time, when the wind is Iow,
And comrades still, they falter back.

Now comes the music to my tongue,
The chanting lilt, that sweeps my edge,
Of early buds that ride the hedge, .
And swinging bells at even rung.
Now speeds the dawn on rainbowed wings
Through every turret that I see.
Now finds my hean its liberty
And now I know all earthly things.

And next my silver way I wend
By Horsehill's wooded shoulders, where
Joy lightly treads the sunlit air,
And sheep come straying round the bend.
And you may leave the bustling street,
And mount towards the grassy crown,
And there behold the spreading down, '
A chequered mantle at your feet.

Eastwards, where Broomcroft rises steep,
And violets have decked the lanes,
The lonely sweep of moats remains
The garden of eternal sleep,
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Ane even now the flowers see
The meadows where the friars prayed.
Tread softly, for the very shade
Is peopled ~th their memory.

And southwards, by the ruined mill,
The night air rustles by the wall;
Wakes the lone nightjar's drowsy call,
Dies with a whisper, and is still..
And as I glide towards the town,
I see the vale on every side;
Cheddington's leafy lane--the wide,
Blue secrecy of Toiler Down :
Old Dancing Hill and Norton's chime:
Windwhistle's troops in ghostly file :
The Silent Woman's Bridge: the aisle
Where Wulfric sat in olden time.

Timeless, my song will never die,
Till Doomsday rend the hills I know:
Onward and ever on I go,
Till I am one with Destiny.

G. M. H. RAPER.

THE RIvER

The rains of April were a vanished dream,
The fresh exuberance of May had passed,

And Winter's cloak of mists had long since fled,
For Summer's scents and heat were here at last,

Here where the narrow river's twisting thread
Of water flowed agleam

Beneath the sun, and wandered gently on
Past spits of yellow sand, past hill and tor,

Until it said its farewell to the moor,
And, hurrying quickly round a bend, was gone.

Beside the stream I sat spell-bound, entranced,
And watched the dimpling waters hasten by

To reach that corner where they slipped from sight
And whispered to the moor their last good-bye

Before, with mingled sadness and delight,
Towards the sea they daItced.

What was beyond the river's bend, and where
Flowed all the waters of the moorland stream ?
To distant lands of mystery and dream ?

To Happiness, Hope, Doubt, or to Despair?

I knew too well what lay beyond that bend:
I knew too well where all the waters flowed; .

But yet I knew that round that bend lay more,
Much more than wood and field, than lane and road,

That, though the waters on the long sea-shore
Reached then their final end,

They had a greater destiny than this,
That life a nobler end would soon reveal
Than thus to perish and no longer feel

The hanging fern and trailing heather's kiss.

That river-bend portrayed the mystery
Of Life, time's ceaseless influence and power

Of all past memory and future hope,
The endless search into that distant hour

Towards which through the darkness all men grope,
The unreality

Of present things, the sense of doubting faith
In God, for, when we seek Him in our life,
We grasp each Form that can explain our strife,

But only catch a thin and shadowy wraith.

Far sweeter are the memories of man,
Far sweeter things remembered from the past

Than Present life or Future's golden dreams,
Which at the hour awaited fade so fast,

And in their unfulfilment drain the streams
Of joy in Life's brief span.

Past's lumber lies beneath old age's crust;
For past is past, and cannot be recalled;
The fear and dread which long ago appalled

Have gone for ever through the gates of dust.

How lovely are the glimpses of the years,
The happy years gone by, when time stood still .

And this great world was childhood's Paradise,
When nothing mattered but the vivid thrill

Of pleasure felt not only once, but twice !
And now that disappears.

While musing thus beside the water's flow,
Enchanted by the river's rapid race,
r seemed transported over time and space,

And saw the river rise from wintry snow.
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Alone, amid the wind-swept wastes of moor,
.A huddled heap of grey against the white,

She cowered from the sweeping flakes of snow,
While the bleak day turned slowly into night,

And angry winds were soothed and murmured low
To river, hill, and tor.

Ageless as time she seemed, haggard with care;
She had not seen the wintry sun's wan face
Light up the gloom of that deserted place:

Her heart was saddened, and her name Despair.

Beside her crouching form a runnel flowed,
A tiny wrinkle on the peaty mud,

Through faery fantasies of ice and frost,
Past rows of daggers dripping pallid blood,

Till, as some traveller, when the light is lost,
Who cannot find his road,

Seeks the cold comfort of a lonely wood,
So, too, it sought a shelter from the night,
And trickled faster in the waning light,

Filtering through the heather where it could.

So Night usurped Day's throne, but still she stayed,
That ageless bag, brooding in solitude

Ove!;" the river's source amid the moor;
And, as I gazed at her, a lonely mood

Of empty grief and hopeless sorrow tore
My heart, and gently preyed

Upon my mind, which at Despair's abyss
Pattered beside the brink, and looked below
Half-fearfully, yet half inclined to throw

Itself over Fear's dizzy precipice.

For Fear's cold, clammy hand had caught and gripped
Me, as I wandered listless in despair:

Fear that life's fleeting beauty fled too fast,
That all the loveliness of light and air,

That fiery sunsets, winds, and water passed,
As they were roses nipped

From slender stalks and scattered to the breeze,
Their petals falling softly on the turf,
Petals as white and crumpled as the surf

Which crashes inland from the raging seas :

Fear that Truth's kingdom was a transient realm,
That all the sudden ecstasies of life

And futile follies that we call our joys
Would vanish in the turbulence of strife,

Be shattered like an angry child's old toys:
That Death would overwhelm

All that the world had ever meant to men:
That Honour was as valueless as flowers
Which happy children gather in the bowers

Of many wild sequestered glen,

And for a while make posy, wreath, or crown,
Until-how short a time I-they rire of these

And cast the faded blossoms far away,
Then run rejoicing through the leafy trees,

Chasing each other to and fro in play,
Fickle as thistledown,

And heedless of the broken flowers that lie
Neglected in the distant woodland glade,
Where but an hour ago the blossoms swayed

Before the light wind's summer lullaby.
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But from that wintry waste of moor I turned
And fled in grief to warmer Autumn days,

To find a refuge there from cold Despair,
To make my mind forget the gloomy rays

Of sunshine and the clammy hand of Fear,
The grief which I had learned,

And the small runnel on the peaty mud,
Which, as it wandered down its snowy course,
Grew bolder,.stronger, when it felt its force,

And onward roared, bursting its banks in flood.

But now the trees, which fringed the river's bank
With traceries of red and brown and gold,

Dropped one by one their leaves upon the stream,
Whose waters snatched each gift, and onward rolled,

Sweeping these treasures down with scorn supreme.
The Autumn's bright sun sank,

Gilding the lavish beauty of the trees
In one last gesture of defiant pride
In all the glory of this eventide,

When even birds kept silence in the breeze.

Slowly behind the hill the sun dipped Iow;
The light wind whistled through the sleepy wood,

And, as the sun set, shook the gold away
To fall in glittering piles where Autumn stood

With eyes uplifted to the parting day,
Where still a distant glow

Lighted the weary reapers to their bed
Down the thin pathway through the shadowy tr.ees
Across the wooden bridge to grassy leas,

. And on along the track thathomeward led.

So through th'e Autumn twilight on I roamed
In silent solitude within the wood

Which late had been a fairyland of gold.
Beside the river's bank I paused and stood,

Watching its waters as downstream they rolled
. And over boulders foamed.

Still one by one the leaves dropped on the stream,
Which seized them with contempt and onward spec,
Was this the end to which our lives allIed?

Was this the climax of our mortal dream? .

For life is nothing but an unreal dream,
A restless sleep from which we wake to die.

The glories of this Autumn day would fade;
The golden cIoudland of this evening sky,

The shining splendour of each leafy glade
Would join Life's ~shing stream,

And float into the land of memory :
So we would one by one slip from our tree
And float adown the river to the sea,

Where Death would banish this world's mystery.

We'live, but only live a part of Life;
-And yet, alas, we think we live the whole !

We are like children when a thunderstorm
Lowers far above us where the rain-clouds'roIl,

When everything is silent, hushed, and warm ;
But they in sportive strife

Play on and, laughing, wonder why the heat
Hangs heavy on the still and stifled air,
In ignorance of Fate so unaware,

Until the leaden rain-drops earthward beat.
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Could life indeed be this and nothing more?
To live and die beneath the seal of Fate?

In doubt my heart sought answer, but in vain.
The woods were still: the river would not wait,

But hurried on with arrogant disdain
And swiftly seawards bore

Its load of water; yet my heart pursued.
Darkness had fallen, and the moon shone full
Above a bank of clouds, whose silver wool

Enhanced the lovely Night's serenitude.

Far down where now the river joined the sea,
Spring but a week ago had wandered by,

Sprinkling her gifts of youth with trembling'hand.
At night beneath the pine trees she would lie,

Or sit beside the water on the sand
In silent ecstasy.

Autumn had passed, and Winter's cold Despair,
While still I sought an answer in my heart ;
The world delighted in Spring's joy apart,

.A careless joy which I could never share.

The moonlight filtered through the dark pine trees,
And touched Spring's sleeping form with silver light,

While on the river's banks the daffodils
Nodded their silver heads with pride to Night,

And through the shadowed glades the little rills
Laughed softly in the breeze.

And at this beauty something in me snapped,
For through my heart a flood of memories surged;
Each happy recollection soothed and purged

The sombre thoughts in which I had been wrapped.

Across the sky dawn's cold grey fingers crept.
Spring rose and, with the moonlight on her hair,

Danced through the pine woods to the riverside,
Her ringlets flowing in the morning air,

Arid watched afar the sea's outgoing tide;
Then quickly turned and leapt

In whirling dance from flower to flower, and kissed
Each tiny bud, each little plant at rest,
And every leaf with gentle hand caressed,

Until she fled in fear before the mist.

But still I heard her singing far and near ;
,I heard her in the river's mighty roar,

The rills' quiet laugh, the lonely cuckoo's call,
The sea-gull's eerie cry above the shore,

The plash of every hidden waterfall :
And in her song my fear,

My hopelessness, my thoughts were all dispelled.
I put my hand in God's, and turned away
To face with courage the approach of day;

And doubt within me was for ever quelled.

A gust of wind destroyed the river's spell,
Whose magic charm had held me bound so long.

The silent moonlit glade, the silver trees,
Spring's whirling dance and happy lilting song

Had vanished in that sudden wisp of breeze.
I said a sad farewell ;

But, climbing home across the tor's wild slope,
I felt no grief because this dream had passed
Because this one short hour had fled too fast;

For Spring I saw, and in my heart was hope.
M.McC.
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Down the woodland paths I scampered,
Where the sun streamed through the trees
And fleCked the chequered grass with light,

In the soft breeze.
A happy sparkle filled my eyes;
Like fluttering leaves, my tread
But gently touched the downy turf

And onward' sped.

And here I stopped to pick a rose
And there some honey-suckle,
When I heard a sound, and peering

Heard a chuckle.

THE ELFIN DANCE

There through the lightly-stirring trees
I saw an elfin dancing.
His bright eyes watched his fairy friends,

Peeping, glancing. .

With a ripple of bright laughter
Round their elfin king they played,
With posies of sweet flowers,

In the cool glade.
I clapped my hands delightedly;
From my eyes I saw them fade.
Now never do they frolic near

The empty glade.

TRIBUTE-AND COMPLAINT

How wonderful Bach's music sounds
Flowing from the master's fingers.
How simple seemed that tuneful piece
As on the closing chord he lingers.

But later-how my novice hands
Make discord of the harmony.
And from my stumbling progress comes
No echo of that melody ! M.D.H.
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To THE UNKNOWN WARRIOR, 1941.
Out on Africa's sands, where dawn's cold fingers were But the unknown and unknowing dead warrior stiIl

stealing slept
Slowly across the greying sky, his body lay without On the cool sands, where the sun and the early breeze

feeling; of dawning fanned
And his rusty blood was frozen in crumbling clots of His hair and face. Ever the desert-devils wheeled

sand, and leapt,
While the foul devils of the desert danced a loathsome As he lay in Elysium where the wounded need no

saraband. healing:
With gouIish shrieks of triumph round his lifeless In the treasure-house of history his name wiIl not be

corpse they swept, . kept;
Drunk with the mad dOlight of the smeIl of death, And stiIl around his corpse. the devils reveIled on the

laughing and reeling. strand. INCOGNITO.

SONG-IN AUTUMN

Up on the hiIl far above me
I heard once again her tread,

And I saw her iIlusive shadow;
Yet I know that she is dead;

For her lovely leaves are brown now,
Dry brown instead of green,

And gently they wander down now
To carpet the autumn scene.

And cool is the air around me,
And the depths of coloured night

In the shadows which surround me
Give beauty a strange delight.

But songs which I hear above me
To-night in the twilight clear

I know cannot be her own songs,
But only the rushing weir ;

For her lovely leaves are brown now,
Dry brown instead of green,

And gently they wander down now
To carpet the autumn scene. C.W.

THE FISHERMAN'S LAST WISH.

Where streams go dancing, babbling
Across the silver stones,

Let waters, sweetly gabbling
Rush down to wash my bones. C.W.

SPRING EVENING.

The distant twilight fiIls with melody,
And evening, like a dust, sinks through the air

To steal the colour from another day,
While in a whispered breeze, sly as the hare

Which happily at dusk creeps out to play,
Pale rivers stir, and pause while soft and rare,

With padded feet, this breeze creeps back again
Into the rustling foliage, and cools

In pensive shadows heavy hung with rain.
And peace lies sleeping on sequestered pools,

And ruffled reeds bend slightly to the flow
Of deeper waters that have rarely seen

Such stillness, lovely in the sunset glow
Which creeps so sadly from the hilIs serene. C.W.

*

" VIETOR."

* * * *
I knew the meaning of this life, the paradox
Of death-I chose to die,
Escape the prison of life ...
Now he's shut me in a little soft-walIed box
-The man with one blind eye
•..1 thought I had a knife !
-I must have dreamed I had
..•Who knocks?

No one ?-You're taunting me!
The devil damn you through Eternity !
•..They say I'm mad..

*

" ••• WHILE OF UNSOUND MIND."

The heavY thudding sorrow
That gnaws my brain
Through the long hours, waiting for to-morrow
-Counting the minutes as they fly
Beyond recall. No hope ; no desire;
Only the hatred of being ;-1
Must wait, and wait, and wait
For nothing ... Suddenly the fire
Of HelI blazes up inside my brain ...
Then flickers out again,
And I wait.

*** * .
Oh cursed devil-men !
You smile at me and nod,
Staring a little while, then go
Your way, and put me from your mind
And some men live oblivious of me !
I hate you and your kind !
., . You come and whisper in the shadows, on
The black nights, taunting, plaguing me
And in the morning you are gone;
-You leave me, empty to my pain-

Flung into emptiness-
Dazzled, numbed, frustrated-in a world
Of dizzying plunge from blind hope to despair:
The heavy air
Sickened with hate, and carelessness
-A whirl of images-an angel hurled
Into heI1 ...
The world exists in me •..
Knowing the Secret I can never telI
I stand word-fettered, at the gates of Time
This ripple on the sea
Of Changelessness. I know
AIl things-the Origin, the End
The Void of Life-For I am God.
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, I have often read
In bed
(Though not really very much)
Stuff by poets and such-
And I
Often feel I want to try
To
Do
So too.
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EMULATION

Besides I often have a really wizard thought
That really ought
To have quite a long poem written about it,
But when it comes to the point I just sit
And scratch with an Eversharp pencil at the roots of my

hair
With growing despair.
C1est-doubdess-Ia guerre.

" ALMOST A WAPENTAKE" OR "BEE PREPARED."

Oon day as I gan sleepen peellfully
I mette I met a bee, clept Ganymede.
" Good-morwe, gentil sire," she highte me.
" I yow will tell a thing or twey, pardee,
Of mine narwe escape frome Deeth
That many of mine felawes hadde speeth."

The sonne hadde ronne thriny days and oon
When I on clovre gan to sit me doon.
Sodden the sonne did sterte to clouden oer,
Liken as he had fownd his conquerour.
I sterted, but then was doone press'n
By a greet wayte which me did sorely wors'n ;
But I ne could nat cryen out for fear,
Lest that I mighte shew him I was there.
Thise humans then did gan to sit them doon
Upon me; swich did nerely II?-ak. me swoon.
I looked up and saw oon of this men
Had saten on the holwe I was in.

•

Me thoughte ful well that I wold hime stonge,
For thise wold mak hime quickly to be gon.
Then recch'd I what my moder hadde me tolde
That eche bee kept his oone stonge lak golde.
She said, " Oon stonge hastow, mine sonne, namoore,
And do nat play with it the hasadour." .
And so bifel that long er I were slawe
Thise human gan to catch up hise felawe.
And forth I gan. Ye, I did nat areste
Mine-sauf ill I was far from ony beste.

And now hastow mine narwe story herde :
Swichthing did gan mak me be much afered.
Thus, always keep in hert until yow die
The motwe .. When the bee stonges then stonge I."

THB VENOMOUS BEDB.
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HOCKEY RETROSPECT
Hockey started a fortnight late owing to the hardness of the ground, and the team had to play its first match against

R.N.C., Dartmouth, having had only one practice game beforehand. The side was of necessity only experimental,
and the School did very well in the circumstances to win by three goals to one.

The second match against Bruton was won by two goals to one. The School started off well, but after half-time,
the standard of play deteriorated considerably. .In both of these first two matches the halves were the mainstay of the
side; they got through an enormous amount of work and gave the forwards many good passes.' For the visit to Canford,
Ricketts was absent, and Rowllings substituted at inside right. The School was outpaced throughout by a side which
played well together, and the game ended with the score 7-1 in Canford's favour. 'The last School match, against
Bryanston, was drawn I-I. The play was even in the first half, but in the second both sides used too much body-work
and the game slowed down considerably. The last ma.tch, against the Town, was won 6-1; our opponents had not
played together before. .

On occasion the forwards showed distinct promise, but their main weakness was lack of constructiveness. Ricketts
and Cassavetti were inclined to be selfish, but were the most dangerous of the forwards in attack. The halves, of whom
Sproule was outstanding, were the mainstay of the side. Bell and Lucas were hard-working backs, but were'too inclined
to move out of position. Bowker, in goal, was extremely sound and saved many a dangerous situation.

. .

The 2nd XI only played one match, against Canford, which they won. The defence of the team was sound,
whilst among the forwards Rice and Whitehead were prominent.

The Colts' side included several promising players. Plowden, Coate, Gibbon and Edwards should be useful
players.

CRICKET

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE

Played on the Upper on Saturday, June 20th (Commemoration Day), and won by 139 runs.

Ricketts won the toss and chose to bat on a fast and perfect wicket. Pearn and Leakey started confidently, but
after Leakey had made ten, he chopped the ball on to his wicket. Robinson, who followed, was caught in the slips off
his second ball.. Ricketts joined Pearn who was batting well against some accurate bowling. Runs began to come
quickly, and the two added 150 runs before Ricketts was caught at the wicket. Shortly afterwards Pearn was l.b.w.
It was a good stand which saved what might easily have turned into a very awkward situation. Wickets fell fairly
quickly after this, and, with the exception of Webb, who batte~ slowlY'but soundly, the rest of the batting was very
half-hearted. The innings was declared closed with the score at 230 for 8 wickets. For Downside, Gaisford and
Craig McFeely bowled very steadily throughout.

After tea Downside lost their first two batsmen almost immediately, but Petri and Quincey-Carter settled down,
the latter, in particular, batting very confidently. When these two batsmen were dismissed, however, a collapse set
in and the last wicket fell with the score at 91, and a quarter of an hour left for play. The bowling was definitely better
and was more offensive than in previous matches. Hosegood, in particular, bowled very steadily and accurately.. The
full scores follow;- •
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THE SCHOOL.
A. W. C. Pearn, l.b.w. b Craig McFeely
1. R. A. Leakey, b Craig McFee1y ...
A. 1. T. Robinson, c Petri, b Craig McFeely
M. R. Ricketts, c Corbett b Craig McFeely
W. P. Webb, not out ....
A. T. Whitehead, st. Corbett, b Rankin
H. E. H. Newman, c Medley, b Rankin
R. B. Brayne, 1.b.w. b Gaisford
D. T. Evans, c Poland, b Rankin
D. I. T. Wilson; not out
J. B. Hosegood did not bat

Extras

TOTAL for 8 wickets (declared)

BOWLING,

Gaisford 1 for 80; Craig McFeely 4 for 60 ;
Rankin 3 for 25.

90
10
o

59
35
4
1
8
4

11

8

230

DOWNSIDE.

V. Wylie,' b Hosegood
J. M. Poland, l.b.w. b Hosegood
A. D. Petri, c Wilson, b Ricketts
Quincey-Carter, c Hosegood, b Evans

,V. R. H. Medley, run out
M. M. G. Gaisford, b Hosegood
J. R. H. Rankin, c & b Evans
A. B. C. Bacon, b Ricketts
M. D. Corbett, b Hosegood
McGilloway, not out
Craig McFeely, b Evans

Extras

TOTAL

BOWLING.

Ricketts 2 for 24; Hosegood 4 for 33 ;
Evans 3 for 16.

7
3

27
20

1
13
5
7
1
1
2
4

91

The following have been presented with School Colours :-

June 7th
June 21st

June 7th
June 15th
June 21st

June 15th

1ST XI
A. I. T. Robinson (regained).
A. W. C. Pearn
D. T. Evans
W. P. Webb
J. B. Hosegood

2ND XI
A. T. Whitehead
H. E. H. Newman
G. Lovell
J. B. Wingate

COLTS

Clarke, C. S.

June 26th
July 5th

July 1st

June 28th

1. R. A. Leakey
R. B. Brayne
D. I. T. Wilson

F. M. Cassavetti
D. M. Cleeve
J. C. Jacob

Forbes
Phillips
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